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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

1.1

Overview

The non-stationary dynami s on surfa es is an important topi of the surfa e s ien e.
Interesting phenomena o ur on surfa es both at the ma ros opi and mi ros opi
s ale. Probably the most interesting ma ros opi phenomenon as for the ma ros opi dynami s of surfa es is fri tion. The phenomenologi al laws of the ma ros opi fri tion for e between two bodies sliding relative to ea h other were found by
G. Amontons and Ch. A. Coulomb in the 17th and 18th entury. The rst law says
that the fri tion for e between two at surfa es is proportional to the normal load,
or the for e that squeezes the surfa es together. The se ond one laims that the
fri tion for e is independent of the apparent area of the onta t. No matter what
this area is, the fri tion for e is onstant for a onstant normal load. The third law
states the independen e of the fri tion for e on the velo ity of the relative movement
of the bodies on e the motion starts.
These laws are strikingly universal but also surprisingly ounterintuitive, namely
the independen e of the fri tion for e of the onta t area of the sliding surfa e and
of the velo ity of the movement. In spite of its te hnologi al importan e, not mu h
progress was done in the fundamental fri tion theory until the middle of this entury.
To that time the rst wave of the interest in the fundamentals of the fri tion dates
ba k. The role of the surfa e roughness was lari ed. Surprisingly enough, the
surfa e roughness was ruled out as a me hanism for the fri tion, but, at the same
time, it showed to be ru ial for the explanation of the ounterintuitive features of the
laws of fri tion. Thanks to the surfa e roughness the real and the apparent onta t
area di er in orders of magnitude and the fri tion for e is in fa t proportional to the
real area of the onta t. Moreover, it turned out that the real area is proportional
to the normal load. Thus, the rst two phenomenologi al laws of fri tion follow.
Surfa e roughness also helps to understand the third law. One would expe t the
fri tion for e to be proportional to the sliding velo ity. This orresponds to the linear
1

response regime. The fa t that the real fri tion for e is velo ity-independent means
that the ma ros opi fri tion experiments are not performed in the linear response
regime. The reason for that an be in dynami al instabilities as shown already by
Tomlinson in 1929. The rapid dynami s (sti k-slip motion) of the asperities due to
the surfa e roughness is a possible explanation of the elasti instability responsible
for the velo ity-independent fri tion for e.
Su h was the level of understanding of the fundamental fri tion pro esses in
the fties [1℄. However, the standalone me hanism of the fri tion was not known.
Sin e most of the experiments were performed on metalli samples (motivated by
the industry) whi h undergo substantial wear, the on lusion about the mi ros opi
origin of the fri tion for e was that the surfa es are ontinuously being worn away
by the adhesive bonding between them. Little progress in the fundamental studies
of sliding fri tion was made from 1960 till the eighties when a se ond real burst of
theoreti al interest into these problems ame. The advan es of the experimental
te hniques like the surfa e for e apparatus by J. N. Israelashvili, the fri tion for e
mi ros opy whi h is a modi ation of the s anning tunnelling mi ros opy, or the
quartz rystal mi robalan e by J. Krim and A. Widom together with the progress in
omputational te hniques started the intense exploration of the fri tion phenomena
at various s ales, ranging from the ma ros opi to the atomi one. There were
performed the experiments without wear with a non-zero fri tion for e. The question
about the origin of the fri tion for e arose again.
The experiments mentioned above enables to measure the fri tion for e in the
wear-free setups at di erent length s ales. The surfa e for e apparatus may be onsidered to be a ma ros opi experiment whi h reprodu es the lassi al sliding blo k
experiments by Amontons and Coulomb under exa tly de ned onditions, the fri tion for e mi ros opy measures the fri tion for e between a tip and the substrate at
the mesos opi length of the order of hundreds of angstr}oms, and the quartz rystal mi robalan e (QCM) experiment probes the fri tion for e between the substrate
and an adsorbate layer of the monolayer (or even less) thi kness. The di erent experiments reveal di erent realms of the fri tion phenomena. The theory of fri tion
split into several streams a ording to the parti ular subje t under study whi h live
almost independently [2℄. Of ourse, the results of the mi ros opi studies may serve
as input for the mesos opi and ma ros opi ones.
In this study, we will deal ex lusively with the mi ros opi fri tion theory whi h
des ribes the sliding motion of adsorbate layers or even isolated atoms and mole ules
above spe i ed atomi ally at substrate surfa es. The experimental data to su h
studies are provided by the QCM experiment by J. Krim et al. This bran h of
the fri tion theory was alled by Krim the nanotribology. A ni e arti le about its
origin and the problems under study was written by Krim in the S ienti Ameri an
[3℄. This new and rapidly developing eld is ri h of novel experimental results and
unanswered theoreti al questions. Even though the experiments are interesting in
2

themselves, they also lead to the onsiderations and developments of theoreti al
on epts outrea hing just this experimental eld.
1.2

QCM experiment

In this se tion, we will brie y des ribe the QCM experiment by J. Krim whi h is used
for measurements of the mi ros opi fri tion for e between the substrate and the
adsorbate layer. The QCM te hnique was used for years for mi roweighing purposes
[4℄ and was extended by Krim and Widom [5, 6℄ in the late eighties for the fri tion
measurements.
The s hemati pi ture of the QCM experimental setup is depi ted in Fig. 1.1. On
a quartz rystal leaved so as to vibrate in a stri tly shear mode with respe t to its
surfa e there are evaporated metal ele trodes usually made of silver, gold, or lead.
One of the ele trodes serve as the substrate for the mole ularly thin adsorbate layer
deposited on its outer surfa e. By applying an alternate voltage to the ele trodes the
quartz rystal whi h is piezoele tri starts to laterally vibrate with a hara teristi
frequen y !d  107 s 1 and with an amplitude of the order of 100 
A. In the ele tri
ir uit driving the mi robalan e it is possible to measure the resonan e urve of
the whole ele tro-me hani al system. One an measure the resonant frequen y as
well as the damping (or equivalently the quality fa tor) of the mi robalan e without
and with the adsorbate layer. Upon the adsorption of the layer both the resonant
frequen y and the quality fa tor are hanged. The hange of the resonant frequen y
orresponds to the hange of the mass of the whole mi robalan e and this information is used for the mi roweighing of tiny amounts of adsorbate (fra tion of a
monolayer). The hange of the quality fa tor is aused by slipping of the lm with
respe t to the substrate. With this slipping there is onne ted the fri tion for e between the adsorbate and substrate whi h auses additional dissipation of the whole
system dete ted by the hange of the quality fa tor.
The ustomary interpretation of the QCM experiments assumes the linear (in
relative velo ity) fri tion for e between substrate and lm [5, 6, 2℄ (linear response
regime), but there are also theoreti al methods proposed [7℄ to interpret QCM experiments when the fri tion is non-linear and there have been QCM fri tion measurements whi h give nonlinear fri tion. Within the ustomary interpretation the
adsorption of the lm leads to the shift of the resonant frequen y and hange in the
damping whi h are related by [6℄

= 2!d  ;
!d

(1.1)

where !d ; !d ;  are the resonant frequen y, its hange upon the adsorption and
the hange of damping onstant, respe tively and where  , the ru ial output from
3

Figure 1.1: A s hemati pi ture of the QCM experiment. A quartz- rystal is vibrating in a stri tly shear mode with the velo ity pro le shown. The lms evaporated
on it serve as ele trodes whi h drive the piezoele tri os illations and as a substrate
for the adsorbed layer at the same time. From [2℄.
the experiment, is the so alled slip time whi h yields tthe relaxation time of the
velo ity of a free lm above the substrate ~v (t) = ~v0 e  . The value of  is given
simply as the inverse of the linear sliding fri tion oeÆ ient  of the adsorbatesubstrate interfa e per unit mass of the adsorbate (surfa e density %2 )

%2
:
(1.2)

It is the task of the theory or simulations to al ulate the fri tion oeÆ ient  measured by the QCM experiment. We will dis uss the te hniques used to a omplish
this task in the next se tion.
=

1.3

Con epts of the mi ros opi

theory of fri tion

It is of importan e from the theoreti al as well as experimental point of view to
he k the experimental ndings and assumptions used to the interpretation of the
QCM experiments by an analyti al al ulations or numeri al simulations. Sin e the
many-body problem involved in the truly mi ros opi des ription of the experiment
is very hard to deal with the simulations are used more often. However, there are
already many theoreti al results obtained for simpli ed models whi h are relevant
also for the interpretation of the QCM experiment. In prin iple, the solution of
the model des ribing the QCM experimental setup needs to give the linear sliding
fri tion oeÆ ient  (or, equivalently,the slip time  ) for the lm motion above a
spe i ed substrate. To this end one has to nd the e e tive equation of motion
for the lm. This is done by using one of the various proje tion te hniques whi h
proje t out the substrate degrees of freedom and yield the e e tive motion of the
adsorbed lm only.
4

Let us brie y review some of these te hniques whi h an be used to the determination of the mi ros opi dynami s of adsorbed lms. The list of possible methods
reads
This approa h uses heuristi arguments and physi al insight to
evaluate the desired quantities. As an example we may mention the determination of the fri tion oeÆ ient from the energy balan e onsiderations.

Phenomenology

This is a perturbation method in whi h the motion of the adsorbate is a pres ribed fun tion of time and the response of the substrate to the
adsorbate movement is studied in the rst order of the perturbation theory.
This method is suÆ ient to evaluate the fri tion oeÆ ient but annot learly
give the e e tive equation of motion of the adsorbate.

Linear response

The partitioning method is a fully quantum-me hani al method to
nd the e e tive equations of motion for sele ted quantities. It onsist in
applying the partitioning s heme to the quantum Liouville equation. It an be
done perturbatively or a progressive partitioning s heme may be used leading
to the famous Mori ontinued fra tion formalism.

Partitioning

Some models of the adsorbate-substrate intera tion an be
solved exa tly. These are essentially only the models with the Hamiltonians
quadrati in elds involved. An example is the lass of models onsidered by
Caldeira and Leggett. The availability of the exa t solution in these model is
very onvenient as di erent used approximations may be tested against this
exa t solution. On the other hand, the lass of exa tly solvable models is
rather restri ted.

Exa t diagonalization

This te hnique has the advantage that it
allows for a systemati perturbation theory in terms of well-known Feynman
diagrams. Formally the te hnique behaves the same as the equilibrium theory
and the same approximation s hemes an be used.

Non-equilibrium Green's fun tions

In this method the e e t of the substrate on the
adsorbate equation of motion is des ribed by the deterministi fri tion for e
and the sto hasti noise for e. The evolution of the adsorbate is then due
to the indeterministi e e tive behaviour of the substrate (whi h a ts as a
reservoir) sto hasti and the relevant quantities are obtained by averaging
over the random variables. The lassi al example is the well-known Brownian
motion.

Quantum Langevin equation

Some of these methods will be expli itly illustrated in the next. Now, however,
we will present the e e tive des ription of the adsorbate layer motion in terms of
5

the generalized Brownian motion model proposed by Persson to simulate the QCM
experiment [2℄ (see also [8℄). This model is an ad ho model of the e e tive equation
of motion of the adsorbate in terms of the quantum Langevin equation method. It
orresponds to the high temperature limit of the QLE whi h redu es to the lassi al
one. The equations of motion for the individual parti les of the adsorbed lm with
the oordinate ~ri read
d2~r
$ d~r
m 2i + m  i = r~ri U r~ri V + f~i (t) + F~ext (t) ;
(1.3)
dt
dt
where m denotes the mass of the adsorbate atoms/mole ules, F~ext (t) is the external
driving
of the mi robalan e,
P
Pof the lm aused by the inertial for e due to vibrations
1
U = i u(~ri ) is the adsorbate-substrate potential and V = 2 0i;j v (~ri ~rj ) is the
adsorbate-adsorbate intera tion potential. The last two quantities are the dynami al
e e ts aused by the intera tion with the substrate. The Langevin sto hasti (noise)
$
for e f~i (t) and the linear fri tion tensor results from the dynami s of the substrate
whi h has been proje ted out of our e e tive des ription. For the substrate in
thermal equilibrium, whi h is not stri tly speaking the ase of the QCM experiments
due to the vibrations, the two quantities are not independent but they are related
by the u tuation-dissipation theorem
$
f~i (t)f~j (0) = 2mkB T Æij Æ (t) :
(1.4)
This relation is approximately valid even in the true QCM setup as the non-equilibrium
e e ts due to the a eleration are rather weak.
The equation (1.3) is in the basis of the numeri al simulations of the QCM experiment. There are several inputs into the simulation. The intera tion potentials
U; V an be assessed from the stati properties$of the adsorbate-substrate system
while the dynami information enters through . Already the stati properties of
the adsorbate-substrate system are non-trivial sin e several surfa e phases of the
adsorbate may be formed. The dynami al properties are even more ompli ated.
The dependen e of the linear sliding fri tion oeÆ ient or the slip time of the adsorbate lm is studied under various onditions in luding the di$ erent surfa e phases,
temperatures, et . The importan e of the input parameter in the simulations is
indeed the subje t of dis ussions [8℄ but it seems that in many ases the measured
fri tion oeÆ ient  (inferred from the slip-time) is just equal or very lose to the
$
linear fri tion oeÆ ient . Thus, a realisti value for this parameter would surely
fa ilitate the interpretations of the numeri al simulations. Therefore, one of the
aims of the theorist is to provide a reasonable$guess for this quantity.
The mi ros opi linear fri tion oeÆ ient des ribes the dissipative part of the
e e tive a tion of the substrate on the individual adsorbate atoms. Its mi ros opi
origins are in the dissipation of the thermal energy aused by the adsorbate movement into the substrate degrees of freedom. There are in prin iple two hannels in
6

whi h the energy in the substrate is dissipated. The rst hannel is dissipation into
the phononi degrees of freedom | vibrations of the substrate atoms. This me hanism is present for all kinds of surfa es. The se ond hannel is the dissipation into
the ele troni degrees of freedom | ele tron-hole pairs or plasmons. This se ond
me hanism is a tive only for metalli surfa es sin e for insulating ones the me hani al energy of the adsorbate movement is insuÆ ient to reate the ex itations over
the gap. As the theoreti al models usually deal with either of the two me hanisms
it would be helpful for the he k of their predi tions as well as from the pra ti al
point of view to know experimentally the relative ontributions from the respe tive
hannels. The experimental methods that yield the eviden e about mi ros opi linear fri tion oeÆ ient of an adatom above a spe i ed substrate are beside the QCM
also the infra-red spe tros opy and inelasti He s attering but all of them measure
the sum of both ontributions only.
There have been two suggestions so far how to distinguish experimentally the
two dissipative ontributions. Persson [9, 10, 2℄ ame up with the idea of the relation
between the ele troni part of the fri tion and the surfa e resistivity. A ording to
him there is dire t onne tion due to the Galilean invarian e between the ele troni
ontribution to the fri tion for e and the hange of the resistivity of a metalli sample
upon the adsorption of the adsorbate layer. From the surfa e resistivity measurements the value of the ele troni fri tion oeÆ ient an be al ulated. We follow
Persson in the argumentation that the movement of the adsorbate over the substrate
with the velo ity ~v is from the ele troni dissipation point of view equivalent with
the stationary adsorbate above the substrate in whi h the ele troni urrent J~ = ne~v
ows, see Fig. 1.2. The dissipated powers in both these ases are

Pfriel tion = N1 m el~v 2 ;
P elurrent = AdJ~2 ;

(1.5)

where N1 is the number of the adsorbate atoms in the adsorbed lm, m is
adatom mass, el is the ele troni part of the fri tion oeÆ ient, and ~v is the
adsorbate velo ity while A is the surfa e of the substrate overed by the adsorbate,
d is thi kness of the substrate,  is the hange of the substrate resistivity upon
the adsorption of the adsorbate (surfa e resistivity), and J~ is the ele tri urrent
owing through the substrate. From the Galilean invarian e the dissipation should
be in both ases the same whi h yields by equating the two dissipation powers and
taking into a ount that J~ = ne~v
el

=

n 2 e2 d
n2 e2 d 
 =
mna
m na

na =0

;

(1.6)

with na = NA1 being the surfa e adsorbate density. Thus, the ele troni fri tion oefient is expressed via the slope of the resistivity hange with the adsorbate density
7

Figure 1.2: A s hemati pi ture of the surfa e resistivity argument by Persson. The
Galilean invarian e enables to relate the dissipation due to the surfa e resistivity
hange with that due to the moving adsorbate layer. From [2℄.
for small density. An interesting he k mentioned by Persson is that for d suÆiently large (not atomi ally thin) the ele troni fri tion oeÆ ient is expe ted to be
independent of the thi kness of the substrate, i. e. independent of d. Therefore, the

derivative n
should s ale like 1d whi h is indeed observed. This supports the
a na =0
validity of these onsiderations. On the other hand, the whole method is somewhat
ontroversial and, indeed, there was a debate over it [11, 12℄ whi h was not, unfortunately very produ tive. Finally, it turns out that the method using the heuristi
Galilean invarian e arguments is approximately orre t and the results predi ted
by it should be within an order of magnitude orre t. Sokolo [13℄ simulated the
Galilean invarian e by the expli it al ulations for a jellium model with the result
that up to a dire tional fa tor of the kind of an average of the osine of the s attering
angle the Galilean invarian e argument is orre t. The surfa e resistivity method
thus enables to roughly assess the importan e of the ele troni ontribution to the
mi ros opi fri tion. The experiments have been done for various systems, however,
it annot be e e tively applied to all systems as the resolution of the resistivity
measurements is not always suÆ ient.
The se ond suggestion on erning the separation of the ele troni versus phononi
ontributions to the fri tion for e was made by Krim [14℄ in 1998. Krim et al.
measured the fri tion for e of an adlayer made from N2 mole ules above the lead
substrate. The lead substrate was ooled below the super ondu ting transition temperature and a sudden drop in the measured fri tion oeÆ ient was observed ( f.
Fig. 1.3). The natural interpretation of this result is that the ele troni degrees of
freedom de oupled and the ele troni ontribution to fri tion was swit hed o . If
this experiment and the interpretation were orre t there would be a method how
to dire tly measure the ele troni fri tion oeÆ ient above the metalli substrates
whi h an be made super ondu ting. However, this experiment has not been repro8

Figure 1.3: The QCM experiment with super ondu ting fri tion by Krim et al. Slip
time  and shear stress s = v (for v = 1 m/s) versus T=TC . The shear stress for
nitrogen sliding over the super ondu ting lead surfa e is about half that asso iated
with sliding over lead in its normal phase. From [14℄.
du ed yet and the natural interpretation introdu ed above was ontested by Persson
and Tosatti [15℄. The theoreti al arguments of Persson and Tosatti has been refuted
by several works and the experiment itself, although not reprodu ed so far and ontested too [16℄, has not been proven in orre t. The issue still remains open. A part
of this work is devoted to the dis ussion of the super ondu ting fri tion for e and
surveys the ontribution made by the author to this question.
Another inspiration from the QCM experiment for the theorist is in the exa t
analyti al solutions of the Langevin equations of the kind presented above. Again,
the knowledge of the exa t solution in more simple ases may be a he k for more
ompli ated simulations. The exa t solution of the many-body sto hasti problems
represented by the above Langevin equation is unfortunately beyond the rea h, but
even the one-parti le ases may exhibit highly non-trivial and physi ally interesting
behaviour. For example, the motion in the periodi ally tilted wash-board-like potential shows the features of the phenomenon alled sto hasti resonan e. Thus, the
new developments of the sto hasti te hniques may be initiated by or, on the other
hand, may be relevant for the surfa e di usion problems.
1.4

Stru ture of the thesis

The fa ts presented so far were inspiration for the formulation of the following three
problems whi h are the subje t of this thesis.
9

In the se ond hapter, an exa tly soluble model of the phononi ontribution to
the fri tion is presented. A similar model was already used by Persson and Rydberg
[17℄ for studies of the vibrational damping of mole ules above metalli substrates
and also by Georgievskii et al. [18℄ for the studies of the surfa e di usion. In the
model, the intera tion of an adatom adsorbed on the surfa e in a minimum of
a washboard-like potential is approximated by the harmoni os illator intera ting
with the lo al phononi oordinate on the surfa e of the substrate. Compared with
the other models, we also in lude driving in order to better des ribe the QCM setup
whi h is modeled by a driven shifting of the bottom of the harmoni potential well.
Two methods of the solutions are employed.
In the rst se tion, we present the formulation of the problem whi h in ludes
the hoi e of the Hamiltonian and the dis ussion of the equivalen e between various
forms of it in di erent referen e frames related by anoni al al ulations. In the
se ond se tion, the mi ros opi phononi fri tion oeÆ ient is evaluated using simple
phenomenologi al arguments and in the third se tion the e e tive equation of motion
of the adatom is found by employing the perturbative proje tion te hnique. The
se ond method only re nes the phenomenologi al results whi h are basi ally orre t.
Within the al ulation the main ingredient is the retarded Green's fun tion of the
phonon eld at the intera tion site. The evaluation was done with help of the
surfa e Green's fun tions te hnique and is presented in Appendix A. Our method of
evaluation is di erent from the ones used by Persson and Georgievskii who used the
eigen-modes method. Moreover, a tri ky approa h of the evaluation of the phononi
Green's fun tion motivated by the surfa e Green's fun tions te hnique was used,
whi h is to our knowledge unpublished so far. The on luding remarks to this
hapter are in the last se tion.
In the third hapter, there is a review of the urrent works on the ele troni part
of the fri tion for e for physisorbed adsorbates. For the physisorption kind of the
adsorption bond the binding for e may be split into the attra tive van der Waals
part due to the quantum u tuations of the adsorbate and substrate harge densities
and the repulsive Pauli part due to the quantum me hani al repulsion of the overlap
of these densities (Pauli ex lusion prin iple). With both these parts of the binding
for e there must be asso iated a dissipative omponent when the adsorbate is in
relative motion to the substrate. It is believed, that the dissipative for e onsists
of two separate omponents in the same way as the binding for e and only the
dissipative for e asso iated with the van der Waals part is usually onsidered. The
part asso iated with the Pauli repulsive for e is s ar ely modeled by the hard-sphere
s attering. Therefore, we present the theory of the van der Waals fri tion only. A
unifying approa h within the framework of the linear response theory is presented
whi h en ompasses the results of most of the works on the van der Waals fri tion of
adsorbate layers.
After a brief introdu tion into the whole on ept of the ele troni fri tion and
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the identi ation of the only omponent onsidered in the rst se tion, we introdu e
the linear response theory for both the lassi al adsorbate harge distributions (the
ioni bond) and quantum- u tuating adsorbate harge distributions (the true van
der Waals bond) in the se ond se tion. We brie y review several re ent results on
the same topi found in literature and we show onne tion with our approa h in the
third se tion. In the fourth one, the problem of the fri tion above a super ondu ting
surfa e introdu ed above is explored in more detail. The debate initiated by Persson
and Tosatti is reviewed and a possible explanation by the author is given. Also
other suggestions by other authors to resolve the super ondu ting fri tion puzzle
are mentioned as well as the reply by Persson whi h moves this still open question
further to the mi ros opi theory. The on luding remarks are again presented in
the last se tion. In Appendix B we reprint the published paper by the author on
the topi of the super ondu ting fri tion.
In the fourth hapter, an abstra t model motivated by the QCM experiment
and surfa e di usion problems is introdu ed and resolved. The model exhibits the
sto hasti phenomenon alled the resonant a tivation. This phenomenon is losely
related to the sto hasti resonan e. From a broader point of view in both these
phenomena the di usion in a nontrivial potential pro le with barriers, sinks, et .,
is onsidered. Moreover, another \noise" (ex ept for the one ausing the di usion)
is always present. This additional noise makes the problem being out of thermodynami equilibrium. Models out of equilibrium may exhibit interesting features. In
the ases of resonant a tivation and sto hasti resonan e it is a nontrivial dependen e on the parameters of the additional noise. Namely, the generalized transport
properties (probability urrent in a washboard potential or es ape rate into a sink)
have non-monotoni behaviour with respe t to the swit hing rate of the additional
noise. This behaviour indi ates a subtle orrelation between the transport phenomena and the additional noise. Phenomena of this kind are presently under intensive
studies.
In the rst se tion, we give the formulation of the problem. We explain the motivation leading to its formulation and show the interesting physi al features whi h
the model exhibits and for whi h it is being onsidered. In the se ond se tion, the
omments to the solution of the problem are summarized. The distin tive features
of our solution are ompared with the so far known results. In Appendix C we
present the preprint form of the paper in whi h the a tual solution of the model is
presented. The paper has been submitted to Phys. Rev. E.
The last hapter ontains the on lusions with the summary of obtained results
and the outlook of possible further developments of the problems onsidered in the
thesis.
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Chapter 2
Latti e fri tion for e: drag of
adatom by vibrating substrate

2.1

Formulation of the problem

In this hapter, we present the study of the phononi omponent of the fri tion of
an adatom harmoni ally pinned above the os illating substrate. This model, lose
to the one by Persson and Rydberg1 [17℄ and also by Georgievskii et al. [18℄, will be
solved by two di erent methods, yielding more or less equivalent results.
Let us rst spe ify the Hamiltonian of the model. It orresponds to the dynami s
of a single adatom whi h is harmoni ally pinned above the semi-in nite substrate
approximately des ribed by the elasti ontinuum theory. The substrate is assumed
to ll the halfspa e z  0, all its dynami al degrees of freedom are supposed to be
en ompassed in the ontinuous phononi eld, i. e. we omit the ele troni degrees
of freedom, and this phononi eld is taken in the harmoni approximation (up to
quadrati terms of the phonon eld in the Hamiltonian only). The os illations of
the substrate like in the QCM experiment are simulated by the driving term whi h
shifts the bottom of the pinning potential well in the pres ribed os illatory manner.
Thus, the Hamiltonian reads H^ (t) = H^ sub + H^ ads (t) + H^ int (t), where
3 Z
X



 2
^ (~r)


  u^i (~r)  u^j (~r)   u^i (~r)  u^i (~r)   u^i (~r)  u^j (~r)
+
+
+
2%
2 xi xj
2 xj xj
2 xj xi
i;j =1 z 0
(2.1a)
is the Hamiltonian of the harmoni substrate with % being the mass density of the
^ i (~r) the
substrate, ;  the elasti onstants (the Lame oeÆ ients) and u^i(~r) and 
H^ sub =

d3~r

i

1 Our

model is equivalent to the Persson's one ex ept for the driving term orresponding to the
os illations of the substrate. However, due to the harmoni approximation used for the des ription
of the substrate phononi degrees of freedom, the results for the fri tion oeÆ ient are the same
in both.
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onjugated oordinates and momenta of the phonon eld, respe tively. The other
two parts of the Hamiltonian are given by

H^ ads (t) + H^ int (t) =
H^ ads (t) =
H^ int (t) =

3  2
X
p^
i

i=1

2m

3  2
X
p^
i

i=1

2m

+

m!ii2
x^i
2

u^i (0) udi (t)

+

m!ii2
x^i
2

udi (t)

3 
X
m! 2
i=1

2

ii

2 

2 

;

(2.1b)

;

(2.1 )




u^i(0)2 + m!ii2 udi (t) x^i u^i (0) :

(2.1d)

We have denoted by m the mass of the adatom, x^i and p^i are its onjugated oordinates and momenta, respe tively, and !ij2 is the pinning potential frequen y tensor
whose form is assumed to be !ij2 = diag(!k2 ; !k2 ; !?2 ).
The ve tor ~ud (t)  ~ud (~r = 0; t) denotes the -number oordinate of the driven
phonon mode at the site where the oupling to the adparti le takes pla e, i. e.
at ~r = 0. It is this term whi h is responsible for the expli it time-dependen e of
these two parts of the Hamiltonian. In the QCM experiment, the driving term is
aused by a ma ros opi ally populated long-wavelength phononi mode with the
polarization lateral to the substrate surfa e. Within the harmoni des ription of
the substrate, we may freely onsider this mode to be lassi al ( -number nature in
the Hamiltonian), while all the other modes are taken quantum-me hani ally and,
moreover, their statisti al distribution may be taken as the equilibrium (thermal)
one. This approa h is a omplete analogy to the de omposition of the laser eld
into a lassi al laser mode and the quantum rest in QED. This step is, stri tly
speaking, only allowed when the orresponding eld is harmoni . In the ase of the
unharmoni ity, the intera tion between modes should be onsidered.
It is possible to transform this Hamiltonian into other, equivalent, and for some
al ulations more onvenient forms. Su h transformed forms may also be often found
in the literature. The transformations onsists in hanging the referen e frame to
the system o-moving with the bottom of the potential well. It is in fa t a series
of the Galilean transformations to the referen e frames with respe t to whi h the
potential well is at rest at ea h moment. We a hieve this transformation by the
hange of variables ~x(t) ! ~x(t) ~ud (t). This hoi e obviously simpli es the adatom
and intera tion part of the Hamiltonian (2.1b).
To a omplish this hange of variables formally at the quantum me hani al level,
we look for a anoni al transformation whi h simpli es the intera tion in the desired
way. We will work in the S hr}odinger pi ture in the following derivation. An exhaustive dis ussion of the formulation of the quantum me hani s in generally non-inertial
frames of referen e together with the relation to di erent quantum-me hani al pi tures may be found in [19℄.
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We onsider an arbitrary time-dependent anoni al transformation realized by a
unitary operator S^(t) whi h transforms the quantum-me hani al operators as
A^ ! S^(t) A^ S^y(t)
(2.2)
and the states as

j (t)i ! S^(t)j (t)i :

(2.3)
Thus, this anoni al transformation onserves all matrix elements as is required.
Taking into a ount that j (t)i = U^ (t)j (t0 )i with the evolution operator U^ (t)
generated by the Hamiltonian (2.1), we may identify the e e tive evolution operator
onne ted with the transformed operators. Namely,
U^(t) = S^(t) U^ (t)
(2.4)
governs the evolution of the transformed operators (2.2). Di erentiating (2.4) and
employing the S hr}odinger equation for U^ (t), we ome to the e e tive Hamiltonian
in the transformed \referen e frame" determined by the anoni al transformation,
whi h is
^
H^ (t) = S^(t) H^ (t)S^y(t) + i~ dSdt(t) S^y(t) :
(2.5)
The \anomalous" term ontaining the time derivative must be present in those
ases when the operator generating the anoni al transformation expli itly depends
on time. In order to simplify the intera tion part of the Hamiltonian in the way
des ribed above, we have to nd the anoni al transformation whi h transforms ~x^
into ~x^+~ud (t), i.~e. we are looking for an operator S^(t) su h that S^(t)~x^S^y (t) = ~x^+~ud (t).
There is a whole lass of su h operators, and they are given by
i

^
^
S (t) = exp ~p  ~ud (t) f (~x^)
(2.6)
~

with f (~x^) being a unitary operator omposed of the position operators ~x^.
There are two ustomary hoi es that an be found in the literature. The rst
one takes f (~x^) = ^1, whi h leads to the transformation properties of the momentum
operator and the adatom-intera tion part of the Hamiltonian
p~^ ! S^(t) ~p^ S^y(t) = ~p^ ;
(2.7)
^2


(2.8)
H^ AI (t) = 2~pm + m2 ~x^ ~u^(0)  $! 2  ~x^ ~u^(0) ~p^  ~u_ d(t)
2
^
_


DE (p
 ~ m2m~ud(t)) + m2 ~x^ ~u^(0)  $! 2  ~x^ ~u^(0) :
(2.9)
Here ~u_ d (t) = ~vd (t) is the velo ity of the movement of the bottom of the potential well
and we used the dynami al equivalen e between the two expressions of H^ AI (t) sin e
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they di er in a multiple of the unity operator only. This form of the transformed
Hamiltonian may be found in [6℄, for example, where the dissipative properties of
the lm slipping over the vibrating substrate are onsidered.
Another, more ommon hoi e of the anoni al transformation takes for S^(t) the
following expression
i

S^(t) = exp p~^  ~ud (t) m~x^  ~u_ d (t) ;
(2.10)
~

whi h may be rewritten in the form of Eq. (2.6), with the help of the Glauber
identity. The momentum and the adatom-intera tion part of the Hamitonian then
transform as
~p^ ! S^(t) p~^ S^y(t) = p~^ + m~u_ d (t) ;
(2.11)
^2


(2.12)
H^ AI (t) DE
 2p~m + m2 ~x^ ~u^(0)  $! 2  ~x^ ~u^(0) + m~ud(t)  ~x^ :
This form is easily interpreted in a physi ally transparent way. As already the transformation of the momentum suggests, this hoi e of the anoni al transformation
orresponds to the generalized Galilean transformation into the o-moving inertial
frame of referen e. Not only the oordinates, but also momenta are transformed
in a orre t way by this anoni al transformation. As a onsequen e, we get the
e e tive Hamiltonian in the form whi h fully orresponds to the des ription in the
o-moving referen e frame, in luding the inertial for e m~ud (t). This more physi al
approa h is found more often in the literature, see [20, 19℄, for instan e.
It should be noted, however, that all the anoni ally transformed problems are
equivalent to the original one, regardless of the anoni al transformation used. It is
just a matter of taste whi h of them is hosen to make the problem easier to deal
with. The translation of the transformed solution ba k into the original \referen e
frame" is rather straightforward. The equivalen e of the transformed problems ensures that the dynami al evolution of, say, the mean value of the oordinate h~x^i(t)
governed by the original Hamiltonian is the same as the dynami s of the transformed
oordinate hS^(t)~x^S^y (t)i(t) = h~x^i(t) + ~ud(t) or, in other words, that the dynami s
of the oordinate in the transformed \referen e frame" is the same as the dynami s of ~x(t) ~ud (t) in the original one, whi h was exa tly our requirement from the
beginning. This feature will be expli itly illustrated in the next where we will alulate the e e tive equation of motion of the adatom above the vibrating substrate.
These Galilean-transformation features together with the inertial e e ts will ome
out expli itly, illustrating thus in the parti ular ase the general properties stemming from the anoni al transformation reasoning. In the end, let us mention that
a similar transformation may be done equally for the ele troni degrees of freedom
in the vibrating substrate as shown in [20℄, whi h again may help with the solution
of the problems. We will not use these transformations in this work any more, even
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though they would make some of the subsequent al ulations slightly less ompliated. However, we rather hose to take the dire t approa h and only re over the
general transformation features in the nal results.
2.2

Phenomenology

In this subse tion, we will introdu e the phenomenologi al derivation of the fri tion
oeÆ ient for the present model ( alled subsequently the Persson's model). It is
lear that the phenomenologi al approa h to a problem depends on the spe i
model sin e the solution stems from the physi al insight into the parti ular physi al
me hanism responsible for the fri tion and, therefore, this approa h does not suggest
any general formal s heme to be employed in other ases. On the other hand, these
heuristi arguments elu idate the true physi al origin of the fri tion for e in the
parti ular ase, whi h might be somewhat obs ured by rather ompli ated formalism
in the general s heme. That is why we believe that one example of this approa h
is helpful. Moreover, the phenomenologi al quantities evaluated at this level will
subsequently enter as building blo ks into more sophisti ated formalism, as we will
also see in the due ourse of the presentation of di erent theoreti al methods.
To illuminate the physi al me hanism responsible for the fri tion for e in this
model, whi h is the radiation of the adatom energy into the bulk via the emission of
the phonons, we will at rst al ulate the lost radiation power of an os illating pointlike for e into unbound elasti ontinuum. This would orrespond to the fri tion
for e experien ed by the adatom harmoni ally pinned inside the bulk ontinuum.
Although from the point of view of a fri tion experiment this setup de nitely does
not make any sense, we use it to identify the obje t of the main interest for the
evaluation of the fri tion { the retarded Green's fun tion of the phonon eld. In the
se ond part we will, in the analogous manner, al ulate the fri tion oeÆ ient for
the orre t setup of the semi-in nite half-spa e.

2.2.1 Basi de nitions and notation
Let us onsider homogeneous, isotropi , linearly elasti ontinuum. The onstitution
relation between the strain tensor and the deformation tensor of the material is given
by the generalized Hook's law ij = Cijkl ekl (summation over repeated indexes is
ui
j
assumed everywhere), with the deformation tensor ekl given by eij = 12 x
+ u
xi
j
and the elasti onstants tensor

Cijkl = Æij Ækl + (Æik Æjl + Æil Æjk ) ;
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(2.13)

 and  being the Lame onstants. The strain tensor is then2
ij = Æij ekk + 2eij ;
(2.14)
and, inserting this relation into the general equation of motion of the ontinuum
 2 u 
% 2i = ij + Fiext ;
(2.15)
t
xj
where F~ ext is volume density of an external for e, we get
 2 ~u
= ( + )rdiv~u + 4~u + F~ ext :
(2.16)
t2
The equation for the Green's fun tion of the elasti movement of the ontinuum is
given by
 2


 
2
% 2 Æij ( + )

Æ G (~r; ~r 0 ; t t0 ) = Æik Æ (t t0 )Æ (~r ~r 0 )
t
xi xj
xl xl ij jk
(2.17)
with the appropriate boundary onditions.
Introdu ing the dire t and inverse temporal Fourier transform by the following
relations
%

Gij (~r; ~r 0 ; ! ) =

Z 1

1
Z 1

dt Gij (~r; ~r 0 ; t) ei!t ;

(2.18)
d!
0
i!t
Gij (~r; ~r ; ! ) e ;
1 2
the equation for the Green's fun tion in the Fourier pi ture has the form


 
2
2
%! Æij + ( + )
+
Æ G (~r; ~r 0 ; ! ) = Æik Æ (~r ~r 0 ) : (2.19)
xi xj
xl xl ij jk
As usually, we must spe ify the regularization method for the evaluation of the
inverse Fourier transform sin e the singularities of the transformed Green's fun tion
may lie (and indeed lie) on the real axis in the omplex ! -plane, i. e. in the integration
path of the inverse transform. This is a omplished by pres ribing the path around
poles. These pres riptions di er for di erent kinds of the Green's fun tions. To
get the ausal Green's fun tion, it is ne essary to substitute in the upper expression
! 2 ! ! 2 + i, while for the retarded one ! 2 ! ! 2 + i sign! . It is known [21℄ that thus
al ulated Green's fun tions are identi al to the orresponding quantum-me hani al
Green's fun tions of the phonon eld de ned via T-produ t, ommutators, et . in
the harmoni ase, i. e. for the free Green's fun tions in terms of the perturbative
quantum eld theory.

Gij (~r; ~r 0 ; t) =

el = 1  e expressed in terms of the derivatives of the phonon
elasti potential energy Upot
2 ij ij
eld enters the potential energy part of the substrate Hamiltonian (2.1a).
2 The
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2.2.2 Radiation of point dipole into unbound elasti
uum

ontin-

Let us now al ulate the power lost by a point-like dipole (i. e. a point timedependent external for e) into the unbound ontinuum. The power produ ed by
an external volume for e is given by

P (t) =

Z

~u(~r; t) 3
F~ ext (~r; t) 
d ~r ;
t
R3

(2.20)

where ~u(~r; t) is the solution of the equation of motion and is therefore given by
the onvolution of the retarded Green's fun tion with the sour e term on the right
hand side of the equation of motion (the external for e). This is expressed by the
following equation

ui (~r; t) =

Z 1

1

dt0

Z

d3~r 0 GRij (~r ~r 0 ; t t0 ) Fjext (~r 0 ; t0 ) ;

R3

(2.21)

where GR (~r ~r 0 ; t)  GR (~r; ~r 0 ; t) means the retarded Green's fun tion whi h is
zero for t < 0 and, thus, the integration over t0 a tually runs only over the interval
( 1; t) : The resulting absorbed power is

P (t) =

Z
R3

d3~r

Z
R3

d3~r 0

Z t

1

dt0 Fiext (~r; t)

 R
G (~r ~r 0 ; t t0 ) Fjext (~r 0 ; t0 ) : (2.22)
t ij

Note that in this ase the Green's fun tions are fun tions of the di eren e ~r ~r 0
only, whi h allows us to de ne the spatial Fourier transform with respe t to this
di eren e as follows

Gij (~k; ) =
Gij (~r; ) =

Z

R3

Z

R3

d3~r Gij (~r; ) e i~k~r ;
d3~k
Gij (~k; ) ei~k~r :
3
(2 )

(2.23)

The bullet \" denotes the temporal variable, whi h may be either t or ! . The
equation (2.19) then reads

%! 2 Æij

( + )ki kj


k2 Æij Gjk (~k; ! ) = Æik ;

(2.24)

with the appropriate substitution for ! 2 . To resolve this equation, one has to invert
the matrix standing before Gjk . It may be done easily by introdu ing the longitudinal and transverse proje tors PijL = kki k2j and PijT = Æij PijL = Æij kki k2j . Proje tors
are mutually orthogonal and therefore the inverse of a matrix Aij = AL PijL + AT PijT
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Pij

1 L+A

is simply given by Aij1 = AL

Gij (~k; ! ) =
q

%(! 2

q

Pij

1 T.

T

ki kj
k2

Thus, for Green's fun tion we obtain

Æij
+
2 k2 )
%(! 2
L

ki kj
k2

2 k2 )
T

;

(2.25)



where L = +2
% and T =
% are the velo ities of the longitudinal and transverse
sound waves in the bulk material, respe tively.
Expressing the onvolution involved in the above relation for the emitted power
via the Fourier transform of Green's fun tion and the for e eld, we obtain

P ( t) =

Z
R3

d3~r F ext (~r; t)
i


t

Z
R4

d3~kd! R ~
G (k; ! ) Fjext (~k; ! ) e
(2 )4 ij

i(!t ~k~r)

:

(2.26)

Inserting into this equation the form of F~ ext (~r; t) = Æ (~r) f~ext (t) whi h orresponds
to the point for e, one gets

P (t) =

f ext (t)
i


t

Z 1

d!
e
1 2

i!t ext
fj (! )

Z

d3~k R ~
3 Gij (k; ! )
R3 (2 )

(2.27)

be ause thanks to the point-like form of the external for e its spatial Fourier transform does not depend on ~k . The Green's fun tion is now given by the equation
(2.25) with an appropriate pres ription of avoiding
its poles in performing the inR
3
verse transform. Let us al ulate the expression R3 (2d~k)3 GRij (~k; ! ). The proje tors
may be simply integrated over angular variables in d3~k and this integration yields
Z

d ~k L
P =
4 ij
Z 4
d ~k T
Pij =
4 4 

1
Æ ;
3 ij
2
Æ :
3 ij

(2.28)

It is therefore enough to evaluate the expression
Z 1

a

p

0

k2 dk
2 2 % v 2 k 2

1

!2

isign!

(2.29)

with k = j~kj = ~k  ~k , where we have introdu ed the physi al ut-o in k of the
order of inverse latti e onstant a as the original integral obviously diverges. The
omputation of the above integral in the leading terms of a1 (i. e. the terms of the
order of a and higher were set to zero) yields
Z 1

a

0

k2 dk
2 2 % v 2 k 2

1

!2

isign!
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=

1 1
i!
+
:
2 2 % v 2 a 4% v 3

(2.30)

Putting this result into the relation (2.27) for the radiation power and performing
the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain

P ( t) =

1 1 1 ~ext
d
f (t)  f~ext (t)
2
2
2 % a
dt

1 1 ~ext
d2 ~ext
f
(
t
)

f (t) :
4% 3
dt2

(2.31)

The fa tors 1n in (2.31) are de ned as averages of the sound velo ities over the
longitudinal and transverse modes by the following
1

n

 31n + 32n :
L

T

(2.32)

The upper expression for the power may still be manipulated to a more onvenient
form

1 1 d  ~ext
d ~ext 
1 1 1 d  ~ext
f (t)  f~ext (t)
f
(
t
)

f (t)
P (t) = 2 2
4 % a dt
4% 3 dt
dt
(2.33)
1 1 d ~ext
d ~ext
+
f ( t)  f ( t) :
4% 3 dt
dt
The rst two terms in this result are of the form of the total time derivative and
thus annot represent radiative ontribution to the lost power. On the other hand,
the third term is exa tly what we sear hed for. This term is not potential (i. e. of
the form of the total time derivative) and is always non-negative. That is why we
will identify this term with the radiative power produ ed by the point dipole in the
ontinuum. Moreover, this term is nite and does not depend on the ut-o . Thus,
we ome to the nal result of this se tion giving the radiative power produ ed by
the point dipole as3


1 1 df~ext (t) 2
rad
P (t) =
:
(2.34)
4% 3
dt
We will now apply this result to the al ulation of the phononi ontribution to
the sliding fri tion of the motion of an adparti le. Let us assume that the adatomphonon intera tion is given by an analogous term to the one in the Persson's Hamiltonian, namely,

m! 2
(2.35)
Hint = 0 ~x(t) ~u(0; t) 2 :
2
Here ~x(t) is onsidered to be a pres ribed traje tory of the adatom motion. On the
elasti ontinuum then an external point for e a ts whi h is given by

F~ ext (~r; t) = Æ (~r) m!02~x(t) :
3 This

(2.36)

formula is an exa t analogy to the power emitted by the Hertz dipole in the lassi al
ele trodynami s.
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The power radiated into the bulk by the motion of the adparti le is therefore

P rad(t) =

m2 !04 1 _ 2
~x(t) :
4% 3

(2.37)

Assuming that the intera tion of the adatom with the quantized phononi eld
auses that a fri tion for e linear in the adatom velo ity F~fri tion (t) = m ph ~x_ (t)
appears, we may set the power lost by the a tion of su h a for e equal to the
al ulated power lost by the emission of the phonons. The energy of the adparti le
lost per time unit is

dE adp (t)
= m
dt

2
ph ~
x_ (t)

= P rad (t)

(2.38)

and equals in the absolute value to the radiative power absorbed by the elasti
ontinuum. We see that the assumption on the hara ter of the emerged fri tion
for e (linearity in velo ity) is onsistent with our results and get for the phononi
ontribution to the sliding fri tion oeÆ ient ph the expression
ph

=

m!04 1
:
4% 3

(2.39)

2.2.3 The Green's fun tion for a halfspa e
Now, we are going to deal with a more adequate model for the des ription of the
damping of adsorbates. Our present model onsists of a semi-in nite elasti ontinuum with a at plane boundary on whi h the adsorbate resides. Let us formulate
the problem. We have again the ontinuum onsidered in the previous se tions, but
now it extends only in the halfspa e z  0. In this ase, we must also spe ify the
boundary onditions on the surfa e. Assuming the surfa e to be free, we set the
boundary ondition to zero for e on the surfa e. In fa t, on the surfa e there is the
adatom whi h a ts by a surfa e for e on the ontinuum, but we will onsider this
sour e term to be the volume for e term being pla ed just under the surfa e and
then take the limit of its position approa hing the surfa e from beneath. Both these
methods give the same results (this statement is proven in [22℄, Se tion 5.6). The
for e a ting on an elementary surfa e with the normal ~ in the ontinuum and/or
$
on the surfa e is F~~ (~r; t) =  (~r; t)  ~ . Thus, our boundary ondition on the surfa e
plane z = 0 is i3 (~r = (x; y; 0); t) = 0 for all i; x; y and t. In terms of the Green's
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fun tion omponents, the boundary ondition reads

G1j
z
G2j
z
G
( + 2) 3j
z

G3j
;
x z=0
z =0
G3j
=
;
y z=0
z =0


G1j G2j
= 
:
+
x
y z=0
z =0
=

(2.40a)
(2.40b)
(2.40 )

The Green's fun tion still satis es the equation (2.19), but now it is not so easy to
solve the equation sin e the translational invarian e ne essary for performing the
spatial Fourier transform is broken in the z -dire tion. We may, of ourse, still perform the 2-dimensional Fourier transform in the x; y variables, but this is not enough
for redu ing the de ning equation for the Green's fun tion into a simple algebrai
matrix inverse like in the pre eding ase. Rather, the equation obtained after performing the Fourier transforms in the 2-dimensional spatial and the time domain is
quite ompli ated matrix equation involving the rst and se ond derivatives with
respe t to z . To transform this matrix relation into the most onvenient form, we
have to onsider the general tensor stru ture of the Green's fun tion rst.
The Green's fun tion is a fun tion of the arguments ~rk
applying the Fourier transforms

Gij (~; z; z 0 ; ! ) =

Z
R3

~rk 0 ; z; z 0 , and t. After

d2~rk dt Gij (~rk ; z; z 0 ; t) ei(!t ~~rk)

(2.41)

mentioned above, the Green's fun tion is a fun tion of ~; z; z 0 ; and ! . The symbol
~rk means the 2-dimensional position ve tor in the xy plane parallel with the surfa e.
From geometri al reasoning it follows that all the omponents of the Green's fun tion indexed by 1,2 (or x; y , respe tively) behave like a 2-dimensional ve tor when
one rotates the argument ~rk of the Green's fun tion in the xy plane, while all the
omponents with the index 3 are s alars with respe t to this transformation. To
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illustrate this fa t, let us write these transforming relations

G11 (x; y ) = sin2 ' G11 (0; r) sin ' os ' G12 (0; r)
sin ' os ' G21 (0; r) + os2 ' G22 (0; r) ;
G12 (x; y ) = sin ' os ' G11 (0; r) + sin2 ' G12 (0; r)
os2 ' G21 (0; r) sin ' os ' G22 (0; r) ;
G13 (x; y ) = sin ' G13 (0; r) + os ' G23 (0; r) ;
G21 (x; y ) = sin ' os ' G11 (0; r) os2 ' G12 (0; r)
+ sin2 ' G21 (0; r) sin ' os ' G22 (0; r) ;
G22 (x; y ) = os2 ' G11 (0; r) + sin ' os ' G12 (0; r)
+ sin ' os ' G21 (0; r) + sin2 ' G22 (0; r) ;
G23 (x; y ) = os ' G13 (0; r) + sin ' G23 (0; r) ;
G31 (x; y ) = sin ' G31 (0; r) + os ' G32 (0; r) ;
G32 (x; y ) = os ' G31 (0; r) + sin ' G32 (0; r) ;
G33 (x; y ) = G33 (0; r) ;

(2.42)

where x = r os ' and y = r sin '.
Thanks to the orthogonality of the rotation matrix appearing in the transformation relation between the original and rotated oordinates, exa tly the same
transformation relations hold also for the Green's fun tion in the Fourier pi ture,
more exa tly when x; y are repla ed by x ; y . This fa t is ru ial for the desired
simpli ation of the equation for the Fourier-transformed Green's fun tion. We an
al ulate the Green's fun tion in spe i points of the ~-plane and then obtain all
values by using the above relations. Su h parti ularly onvenient points are the
points at the positive semiaxis ~ = (0; ) = (0; y > 0), as we have already presumed in the upper relations. At these points, the equation for the Green's fun tion
in the Fourier pi ture reads
with the matrix di

Aij GRjk (z; z0 ; ; !) = Æik Æ(z z0 )
erential operator Aij having the form
0

A=



d2
dz 2

+ qT2
0
0



(2.43)
1

0
0
2
 dzd 2 + qL2 i( ) dzd A ;
d2
2
i( ) dzd
dz 2 + qT
2

2

(2.44)

where =  + 2; qT2 = !2T 2 + i sign!; and qL2 = !2L 2 + i sign! . We
see that the matrix di erential operator has the blo k stru ture and therefore we
expe t the Green's fun tion, whi h is its inverse, to have the same blo k stru ture.
However, this must be allowed by the boundary onditions that must be onsistent
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with su h a blo k stru ture. This is true in our ase sin e the boundary ondition
(2.40) rewritten in the Fourier pi ture yields

dG1j (z ; z 0 ; ; ! )
dz
dG2j (z ; z 0 ; ; ! )
dz
dG (z ; z 0 ; ; ! )
( + 2) 3j
dz

z =0
z =0
z =0

=0;

(2.45a)

= i G3j (0; z 0 ; ; ! ) ;

(2.45b)

= i G2j (0; z 0 ; ; ! ) ;

(2.45 )

and, thus, we have in fa t two separate problems to nd the Green's fun tion. One
is a 1-dimensional (i. e. s alar) di erential equation for G11 and the other a 2dimensional (matrix) di erential equation for the matrix onsisting of G22 ; G23 ; G32 ;
and G33 . All other omponents are identi ally zero.
Tedious but straightforward al ulations summarized in Appendix A yield

GR11 (z ; z 0 ) =
and

 R
G22
GR32

sign!  iqT sign!jz z0j
e
+e
2i qT

iqT sign!(z +z 0 )



(2.46a)



GR23 (z ; z 0 ) =
GR33
(
 2
0 )
1
sign
!

sign(
z
z
iqL sign!jz z 0 j
q
L
e
2i%! 2
 sign(z z 0 )
qL sign!


qT sign!
 sign(z z 0 )
iqT sign!jz z 0 j
+e
2
 sign(z z 0 )
qT sign!
+e
+e
+e
+e



q2





2
1 2 4 qLq2T

qL sign!
2
qT2

qL sign!
1 + 4 qLq2T
2



qT2
1 2 4 qLq2T qT sign!

iqT sign!(z +z 0 ) 2
2
2 sign!
qT2
qL qT

q
1 + 4 2
T
2


qT2
1
q

2
T sign!
i sign!(qL z +qT z 0 )

4 q2
qL qT

qL sign!
T

1 2 + 4 qLq2T
2

)
qT2
q
q
L
T
1
qT sign!
i sign!(qT z +qL z 0 )

4 q2 22
q
q

q
sign
!
L
T
T
L
1
+
4
2
2
(2.46b)

T
iqL sign!(z +z 0 ) 2

for all z; z 0  0 and ~ = (0;  > 0) assumed everywhere.
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2.2.4 Radiation of point surfa e dipole into halfspa e
Let us now employ the results obtained in the previous se tion to al ulate the
power lost by radiation of a point dipole lying on the surfa e of the semi-in nite
ontinuum. To do so, we use an analogy of the relation (2.27) for our present ase.
Sin e the surfa e is now present, we are interested in the quantity
Z
d2~ R
lim0
; z; z 0 ; ! ) ;
2 Gij (~
z !0 ;z !0
(2

)
2
R
R
0
where Gij (~; z; z ; ! ) denotes the Green's fun tion for the halfspa e in a general
point of the ~-plane. We must use the analogy of the relations (2.42) to express that
quantity by means of the values at spe ial points stated above. The limit annot be
put into the integrand thanks to the o -diagonal terms ontaining sign(z z 0 ), but
when we rst integrate over the angle variable ' in d2~, the o -diagonal terms vanish
and the limit makes no problems. Let us denote by hGRij (; z; z 0 ; ! )i the quantity
R 2 d' R
0
0 2 Gij (; '; z; z ; ! ), i. e. the omponents of the Green's fun tion averaged over
the dire tion of ~. Sin e GRij (; '; z; z 0 ; ! ) satisfy (2.42), we easily see that

hGR11()i = hGR22 ()i = 21 GR11 (0; ) + GR22 (0; ) ;
(2.47)
hGR33 ()i = GR33(0; ) :
All other omponents of the averaged Green's fun tion are zero. Taking the limit is
trivial now and we nally get

! 1
q
hGR11 (; z = 0; z0 = 0; !)i = hGR22i = sign
+ T2
2i qT %!

hG33(; z = 0; z0 = 0; !)i = sign! 2qL
R

i %!

qT2
2

qT2
2

qT2
2



qT2
2



+1 2

1 2 + 4 qLq2T

!

;

+1 2
:

1 2 + 4 qLq2T

(2.48)
To obtain the nal expression to be put into (2.27), we still have to integrate
R1
R
hGij i over . We are sear hing for the quantities 0a d2 hGRij (; z = 0; z0 = 0; !)i.
2 2
Using  = % 2T and hanging the integration variable from  to x = T!2 , we get
Z 1

a

0

Z 1

a

0

d  R
!
h
G11 ()i =
2
8i %
d  R
!
h
G33 ()i =
2
8i %

2
T
a2 ! 2

Z
3

0

T

2
T
a2 ! 2

Z
3

T

0

p



1
1 x
q
+
dx p
p
1 x (1 2x)2 + 4x 1 x

dx

2

q


T 2
L

p

2x)2 + 4x 1 x

(1
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x

q


T 2
L

x



T 2
L

x

:
(2.49)

;

The value of the integral for hGR22 i is the same as that for hGR11 i. Everywhere in
the integrand there should be understood that x ! x i sign! . More detailed
analysis of the integrals yields the following results. The values of these integrals
are generally omplex numbers dependent on the upper integration limit and thus
still dependent on ! . Their real parts, however, do not depend on the upper limit
for a small enough. The imaginary part depends on the upper limit as a!T for small
a. This is an exa t analogy with the ase of the unbound ontinuum. We may
therefore easily identify the terms orresponding to the radiative power exa tly like
in the previous ase. The only di eren e here is that the result is not totally isotropi
thanks to the presen e of the surfa e, but there are two di erent terms. The rst
one is isotropi in the xy plane and the other orresponds to the z omponent (i.
e. perpendi ular to the surfa e) of the driving for e. The result analogous to the
equation (2.34) of the unbound ase now reads

P rad(t) =
where

k = Re
? = Re

Z 1
0

Z 1
0

1
8 %


3

T



2
2
2
k f_xext (t) + f_yext (t) + ? f_zext (t) ;

p
1 x
p



1
+
dx p
1 x (1

dx

2
(1

2x)2

q

2x)2 + 4x 1 x

T 2
L

p

+ 4x 1 x

x

q


T 2
L

x


q


T 2
L

x

(2.50)

;
(2.51)

:

Using our intera tion Hamiltonian of an adparti le adsorbed on the surfa e with
two harmoni intera tion onstants giving rise to two di erent frequen ies !k ; !?
orresponding to the motions parallel and perpendi ular to the surfa e, respe tively,
instead of only one adsorbate frequen y !0 , we may express the phononi ontribution to the sliding fri tion oeÆ ients of the parallel and perpendi ular motion of
the adsorbate parti le as follows

m  !k 3
k = 8% T !k k ;
m  !? 3
ph
!? ? :
=
?
8% T
ph

(2.52)

These results are the same as those by B. N. J. Persson [17℄. Let us now brie y
omment on the method of evaluation of the integrals for the  's. Seemingly, the real
parts of the integrands are only nonzero for integration interval (0; 1). For higher
x's the arguments appear to be purely imaginary. This is, however, not true as we
must always remember that x in the integrand is regularized by the substitution
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x ! x i  sign! . This is not essential in the region x 2 (0; 1), but is ne essary to
onsider in the range x > 1 sin e in this range the real parts of the denominators in
the integrands may be ome zero. If this is the ase, the regularization pres ription
yields a delta-peak ontribution to the integrand. The position of this delta-peak
orresponds to the root of the ompli ated denominator.
These onsiderations may physi ally be explained neatly. The ontinuous distribution in the range x 2 (0; 1) is due to the emission of bulk phonons whose
proje tions of the waveve tor onto the surfa e plane ~ are allowed in the range
(0; !L ) for longitudinal phonons and (0; !T ) for transverse ones (for a given ! ). As

T 2 < 1) and (0; 1). No
L > T , these intervals transfer onto the x-axis as (0; L
values of  > !T (i. e. x > 1) are allowed for the bulk phonons. However, in the
situation of the ontinuum with surfa e there exists yet another vibrational mode.
This mode is given by surfa e phonons lo alized along the surfa e. The velo ity of
this mode is smaller than the bulk ones and therefore for a given ! its waveve tors
are longer then any bulk proje tions (i. e. xsurf > 1). Moreover, sin e this mode
is onstrained onto the surfa e plane, the dispersion relation is also 2-dimensional
and this mode appears as delta fun tion peak ( orresponding to a unique dispersion
relation) in the surfa e proje ted density of phononi states that we are using in
these al ulations. The ondition that the denominator equals zero is the same one
as the dispersion relation ondition for surfa e Rayleigh waves in [22℄, Se tion 3.4.
If xsurf > 1 is the root of the denominator, the dispersion relation for the Rayleigh
waves is ! = pxTsurf j~j. The phase velo ity of this mode is thus surf = pxTsurf < T .
2.3

Proje tion te hnique { perturbation theory

Let us now explore the behaviour of an adatom intera ting with a reservoir represented by the phonon eld in more detail than in the previous se tion. We will
use the method of obtaining the master equation for the adatom's motion. In doing
so, we will proje t out of the Liouville equation for the density matrix of the omplete system (adatom plus reservoir) the degrees of freedom of the reservoir. We
will formulate the problem as generally as possible rst and put our spe i model
Hamiltonian into the obtained formulas after that.

2.3.1 General formalism
First, we set up the notation used in the following. Thus, let us assume that we
have two systems labeled by A (adatom) and R (reservoir). Their Hamiltonians
are H^ A (t) and H^ R , respe tively, and the intera tion is H^ int (t). We assume that the
part of the Hamiltonian orresponding to the reservoir is not time-dependent, but
both the other parts may expli itly depend on time. It is onvenient to employ
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the Dira or intera tion pi ture in our onsiderations. In this quantum-me hani al
pi ture all the operators are time-dependent and their evolution is governed by the
unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian H^ 0 (t) = H^ A (t) + H^ R . The Liouville equation
for the density matrix ~(t) of the omposite system in the intera tion representation
reads
d~(t) 1 ~
= [Hint (t); ~(t)℄ = iL~int (t)~(t) :
(2.53)
dt
i~
From now on we will omit the hats over the quantum-me hani al operators, but
keep the tilde over them to remind us of the fa t that they must be expressed in the
intera tion pi ture. The alligraphi s ripts will denote the superoperators a ting in
the ve tor spa e of ordinary quantum-me hani al operators. The L~int (t) denotes the
time-dependent intera tion Liouville superoperator in the Dira representation. Let
us now follow the standard route of proje tion te hniques ( f. [23℄ or [24℄) to obtain
the proje ted density matrix of the subsystem A only. If we have two omplementary
and mutually orthogonal superproje tors P and Q satisfying P 2 = P ; Q2 = Q; P +
Q = 1; and P  Q = Q  P = 0, we may use the above Liouville equation to express
formally only the proje ted part P ~(t) of the full density matrix as

dP ~(t)
= iP L~int (t)P ~(t) + iP L~int (t)Q~(t) ;
dt
(2.54)
dQ~(t)
~
~
= iQLint (t)P ~(t) + iQLint (t)Q~(t) :
dt
Expressing the quantity Q~(t) from the se ond equation and inserting it into the
rst, we get
Z t



Q~(t) = Texp i QL~int ( ) d Q~(t0)
+

Z t
t0

t0

Z t

T exp i





QL~int( ) d iQL~int ( ) P ~( ) d

and

dP ~(t)
= iP L~int (t)P ~(t) + iP L~int (t) Texp i
dt

+ iP L~int (t)

Z t
t0

Z t

Texp i



Z t
t0





QL~int ( ) d Q~(t0 )

QL~int ( ) d iQL~int ( ) P ~( ) d :

(2.55)

Now we sele t the form of the proje tor P . It will a t on an arbitrary operator f^ in
the Hilbert spa e of the adparti le and reservoir as

P f^ = ^Ran
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TrR f^ ;

(2.56)

where ^Ran = e H^ R =T rR e H^ R is the anoni al density matrix of the reservoir and
thus is an operator in the Hilbert spa e of the reservoir, while the partial tra e
is still an operator in the Hilbert spa e of the adatom. If the initial time density
operator separates ~(t0 )  (t0 ) = Ran A (t0 ) (we assume that the intera tion and
S hr}odinger pi ture oin ide at t0 ), the se ond term in (2.55) vanishes. Furthermore,
the rst term may be simpli ed as follows

iP L~int (t)P ~(t) = iRan TrR L~int (t) Ran TrR ~(t)

1
= TrR H~ int (t)Ran Ran TrR ~(t)
i~
= iL~MF
int (t)P ~(t) :


1 an
R TrR ~(t) TrR Ran H~ int (t)
i~

(2.57)

The \mean- eld" Liouvillian only a ts in the adparti le subspa e and is de ned as

1  ~ MF
Hint (t); P ~(t)
i~

iL~MF
int (t)P ~(t) =

(2.58a)

with

MF (t) = Tr  an H
~ int (t)Ran  :
H~ int
R R ~ int (t) = TrR H

(2.58b)

MF (t) equals zero sin e if it does not we an in lude
We may freely assume that H~ int
it into HA (t) to get rid of this term. With this assumption and within the se ond
order of the perturbation theory (Born approximation) in Hint (t), we obtain

dP ~(t)
=
dt

Z t
t0

d P L~int (t)L~int ( )P ~( ) :

(2.59)

De ning ~ (t)  TrR ~(t), we get nally

d~ (t)
1
= 2
dt
~

Z t
t0








d TrR H~ int (t); H~ int ( ); Ran ~ ( ) :

(2.60)

2.3.2 Solution of the model
Now, we will utilize the above general expression for our model. First, we should
he k that the intera tion term (2.1d) does not produ e non-zero mean- eld Hamiltonian as supposed above or we should add this mean- eld term to the adatom part
of the total Hamiltonian. The intera tion part in the Dira pi ture reads

H~ int (t) =

3 
X
m! 2
i=1

2

ii





u~i(0; t)2 + m!ii2 udi (t) x~i (t) u~i (0; t) ;
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(2.61)

with x~i (t); u~i (0; t) being the oordinates operators of the adatom and phonons, respe tively, in the Dira pi ture. Their time dependen e is given by the free evolution
a ording to H^ ads (t) and H^ sub , respe tively. The intera tion term proportional to
u~i (0; t)2 produ es a non-zero mean- eld intera tion, however, this mean- eld operator a ts as a unity operator in the adatom subspa e and, thus, may be omitted.
Moreover, due to the averages over the anoni al state of the reservoir in (2.60), the
quadrati (in u~i(0; t)) intera tion term does not mix with the linear one in (2.60)
and, in addition, the ontribution of the quadrati term used twi e in (2.60) also
vanishes. Therefore, we only need to onsider
the se ond (linear
in u~i (0; t)) inter
P
a tion term in that equation. If we put 3i=1 m!ii2 udi (t) xi ui(0) into (2.60), we
obtain
3
d~ (t)
m2 X
=
!ii2 !jj2
2
dt
~ i;j =1

h

Z t
t0

d


Cij (t  ) x~i (t)~xj ( )~ ( ) x~j ( )~ ( )~xi (t) +

Cji( t) ^ ( )~xj ( )~xi (t) x~i (t)~ ( )~xj ( ) +
i


Cij (t  ) Cji ( t) x~i (t)~ ( ) ~ ( )~xi (t) udj (0;  ) ;

(2.62)



an u
where Cij (t) = Trsub sub
~i (~r = 0; t)~uj (~r 0 = 0; 0) are the orrelation fun tions of
the phonon eld. At this point we are ready to derive the equation of motion of
the adparti le, more pre isely, the equation of motion for the mean value of the
adparti le's oordinate ~x(t) = Trads ~x~(t)~ (t) . We nd



x_ i (t) = Trads x~_ i (t)~ (t) + Trads x~i (t)~_ (t)
p (t)
= i ;
m


p_i (t) = Trads p~_i (t)~ (t) + Trads p~i (t)~_ (t)

=

m! 2

ii

xi (t)


udi (t)

m2 ! 2

ii

3
X
j =1

(2.63)

!2

jj

Z t
t0



dGRij (0; 0; t  ) xj (t) udj (t) ;

where dots denote time derivatives and the retarded Green's fun tion
1
GRij (~r; ~r 0 ; t) = u~i (~r; t)~uj (~r 0 ; 0) u~j (~r 0 ; 0)ui(~r; t) (t)
i~

(2.64)

(2.65)

of the phonon eld has been introdu ed. The bra kets denote the thermal average
over the anoni state of the phonon eld reservoir. In the above derivation, we used
the equal-time ommutation relations for x~i (t) and p~j (t).
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Now, let us reformulate the above pair of equations into one equation for the
~ (t) = ~x(t) ~u d (t)
mean value of position only. We introdu e a new quantity Q
whi h has the meaning of the mean deviation of the os illator oordinate from its
potential minimum that moves together with ~u d (t). Moreover, we will extend the
time integration limits from 1 to 1. The rst limit means that we are interested
in the stationary behaviour of the system only and, therefore, put the initial time
point into in nite past so that all transients are over, the se ond limit has no e e t
as the Green's fun tion is identi ally zero for  > t. Our nal result reads

Q i (t) + m!ii2

3
X
j =1

!2

Z 1

jj

1

dGRij (0; 0; t  )Qj ( ) + !ii2 Qi (t) = udi (t) :

(2.66)

If the driving is absent, we get the same equation for xi (t) with zero right hand side.
Thus, we an see the physi al meaning of the above result. In the presen e of the
driving for e, the os illator moves within its potential well whose position is hanging
due to the driven movement of the os illator equilibrium position. The frequen y
and fri tion oeÆ ient are the same as in the free (non-driven) ase, but there is
additionally the driving for e due to the non-inertial e e ts that simply equals the
inertial a eleration aused by the driven movement of the referen e frame. This is
the example of the Galilean transformation features promised at the beginning of
the hapter.
The in uen e of the phononi reservoir on the adatom motion results in the
term involving the retarded Green's fun tion of the phonon eld evaluated in ~r = 0
and ~r 0 = 0. We already en ountered the same quantity in the phenomenologi al
approa h in Se . 2.2.4. Namely, GRij (0; 0; ! ) is evaluated in (2.49). A part of the
dis ussion on the evaluation of these integrals on erning mainly their real parts is
presented just after that equation.
p As for the imaginary parts, one should note that
the integrals are divergent as , where  is the upper integral limit. This leads to
the following equation of motion for the adatom

Q i (t) +

ph

ii



m!ii4 Zii 
Q (t) = udi (t) ;
8% 2T a i

Q_ i (t) + !ii2

(2.67)

where the fri tion oeÆ ients are given by (2.52) with (2.51) and the renormalization
onstants Zii are

Zk =
Z? =

a!
T

a!
T

Im
Im

Z

2
T
a2 ! 2

0

Z
0

2
T
a2 ! 2

p
1 x
p



1
+
dx p
1 x (1

dx

2

q

2x)2 + 4x 1 x

T 2
L

p

(1 2x)2 + 4x 1 x
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x
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T 2
L

x


q

:


T 2
L

x

(2.68)
;

(2.69)

Again, everywhere in the integrands there should be understood that x ! x
i sign! . We assume that the fra tion a!T is large enough so that all the above integrals do not depend on it and Zii's are onstants with respe t to ! and a. This
assumption is equivalent to saying that the relevant adatom motion frequen y represented by ! is small enough ompared with the Debye frequen y of the substrate
assessed by aT , whi h is indeed the ondition of the appli ability of the ontinuum
des ription of the substrate. In the ase of  's, we already expli itly expressed this
assumption by repla ing the upper integration limit by in nity sin e the integrand
has ompa t support ( f. (2.51)). Moreover, a loser inspe tion of the integrals involved shows that Zii 's are positive numbers dependent (in the limit spe i ed above)
on the ratio TL only, namely, Zii  1 ( 2T )2 .
L
One an see that the intera tion with the reservoir auses the fri tion for e exerted on the adatom as well as the hange of the os illator eigenfrequen y. The
eigenfrequen y was renormalized by the intera tion with the phonon eld. The
parameters !ii are to be tted so
 as to 2yield
 orre t values of the physi al (renorm!ii Zii
2
r
2
malized) frequen ies !ii = !ii 1 8% 2T a . The above al ulation is, however,
perturbative and, therefore, valid only to the se ond order in the intera tion term
between the os illator and the phonon eld. Within this order of the perturbation
theory, we should also repla e the bare frequen ies by the 4physi al ones in all the
ii
physi al quantities, namely, in the expression for iiph = 8m!
 3T ii . Within the se ond
order of the perturbation theory, the quantity !ii in iiph is simply repla ed by !iir
be ause the iiph itself is already al ulated in the se ond order. Therefore, our previous results are orre t if the bare frequen y is repla ed by the renormalized one.
The phenomenologi al approa h used before only gave us the fri tion oeÆ ients,
while the renormalization of the eigenfrequen ies is omitted in this approa h. However, when the frequen ies in the phenomenologi al result are onsidered to be the
physi al ones, this approa h yields results orre t even from the mi ros opi point
of view.
2.4

Con luding remarks

We al ulated the fri tion oeÆ ient and the e e tive equation of motion of the
adsorbate in a parti ular model whi h was an extension of the model onsidered
originally by Persson and Rydberg [17℄ to the QCM experiment setup with the
vibrating substrate. The phononi (or latti e) degrees of freedom were only onsidered in this model. On the other hand, the simple form of the intera tion and the
harmoni approximation used to des ribe the substrate phononi degrees of freedom
enabled us to al ulate exa tly the relevant substrate response given by the retarded
Green's fun tion of the phonon eld at the intera tion site.
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We illustrated two methods, namely, the phenomenologi al one stemming from
the energy onservation argument and a simple perturbative proje tion te hnique.
The phenomenologi al method learly identi es the relevant me hanism ausing
fri tion | it is the irreversibility of the radiation of the adsorbate energy into the
substrate mediated by the phonons outgoing into the bulk of the substrate whi h
is responsible for the appearan e of the irreversible fri tion for e. The proje tion
method whi h lies on the more rigorous grounds of the quantum me hani al approa h
only add to the results obtained by the phenomenology the renormalization of the
bare adsorbate frequen ies present in the e e tive equation of motion. The fri tion
oeÆ ients were obtained orre tly already at the phenomenologi al level.
Both the methods used the retarded Green's fun tion of the phonon eld as the
most relevant quantity. This quantity was al ulated with the help of the surfa e
Green's fun tion method, namely, a tri ky approa h whi h employs an ansatz form
of the Green's fun tion satisfying the surfa e boundary onditions in terms of the
Green's fun tion in the unrestri ted spa e. This short ut method, although rather
simple and straightforward, is not, to our knowledge, ommonly known and no referen e to it was found. It enables to solve the boundary ondition problems in terms
of the unrestri ted solutions very eÆ iently and may be onsidered as a non-trivial
te hni al ontribution of this hapter. The knowledge of the retarded phononi
Green's fun tion itself ould be useful also in other physi al ases. Moreover, the
identi ation of the retarded Green's fun tion of the eld intera ting with the adsorbate as the relevant quantity yielding the fri tion oeÆ ient is of general validity
as will be exempli ed in the next hapter on erning the ele troni ontribution to
the fri tion for e. The previous solutions of problems of this sort ([17, 18℄) used
the eigenmode expansion of the phonon elds, whi h method is not as general and
powerful as the one using the Green's fun tions, although the nal results obtained
by the both are the same.
It would be in prin iple possible to use other theoreti al methods mentioned
in Introdu tion to solve this problem. In parti ular, due to the linear oupling of
the phonon eld and the harmoni approximation used for its des ription, it would
possible to nd the exa t solution of the problem. However, the lo al oupling of
the phonon eld to the adsorbate (intera tion term ontains ~u^(~r = 0)) and the ontinuum des ription of the substrate makes the problem pathologi al (the Æ -fun tion
impurity in three dimensions is an unstable problem without the ground state) and
one should onsider a better spe i ed dis rete model. If the harmoni approximation and the linear oupling were preserved, the model would be still exa tly soluble.
However, the exa t results would depend on the spe i nature of the model onsidered and only the perturbative expansion of the exa t results in the oupling
strength is expe ted to reprodu e the model-independent results obtained here ( f.
[17℄). Nevertheless, su h dis rete models should indeed be onsidered to des ribe
realisti physi al situations.
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Chapter 3
Ele troni

fri tion for e:

adsorbates with dispersive
intera tion

3.1

Introdu tion to the ele troni

fri tion

on ept

In this hapter, we will dis uss the part of the ele troni ontribution to the mi ros opi fri tion oeÆ ient whi h is due to the dispersive intera tion. This dis ussion
will mainly have the form of review of the present results on erning the various
aspe ts of the evaluation of the ele troni part of the fri tion for e. A unifying
approa h to plenty of methods urrently employed will be used to give a general
theoreti al and on eptual framework to many of them. At the end, new results
by the author on erning the problem of the ele troni fri tion oeÆ ient above a
super ondu ting substrate are presented, and this problem, whi h is still open, is
more thoroughly dis ussed.
First, let us brie y review the on ept of the ele troni fri tion. The bond of
the adsorbates to the substrate is aused by the ele troni degrees of freedom of
both of them. A ording to the ele troni nature of the bond, the two qualitative
ases are usually distinguished, namely, the hemisorption and the physisorption
ases. In the hemisorption ases, the oupling is basi ally of the hemi al origin,
i. e. the ele troni harge distributions of the adsorbate and substrate are mixed,
resulting in the hemi al bond. Two sub lasses are further onsidered en ompassing
the ovalent and the ioni bond. From the point of view important for us, they di er
mainly in the amount of the harge transfer between the adsorbate and substrate.
In the ioni ase, the adsorbate is partially harged and the bonding for e is due
to the Coulomb intera tion of the harge with the substrate. In the ovalent ase,
the adsorbate is not harged and the bonding intera tion is of a purely quantum
me hani al origin. This is a limit des ription sin e in all realisti ases both the
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aspe ts are involved. Moreover, in all the ases (in luding the physisorption) the
truly quantum-me hani al repulsive for e aused by the overlapping of the ele troni
densities (the Pauli repulsion) is always present. In the physisorption ase, the
harge distributions of the adsorbate and substrate do not mix and the attra tive
for e is only due to the quantum u tuations of the ele troni densities (the van der
Waals oupling).
By the term dispersive intera tion we mean the part of the intera tion responsible for the attra tive for e between adsorbate and substrate, whi h is aused by
the Coulomb intera tion. This en ompasses the ases of the van der Waals and
ioni oupling. In the van der Waals oupling, the attra tive for e is aused by
the Coulomb intera tion of the quantum u tuations of the harge densities of the
adsorbate and substrate. In the ases whi h are lassi ed as ioni the adsorbate is
either partially harged or has a permanent dipole moment and these xed lassial harge distributions intera t via the Coulomb eld with the substrate ele troni
degrees of freedom. The problem of nding the fri tion for e for these kinds of
adsorbates means to nd the generalization of the for e to the nonstationary ases
when the adsorbate moves with respe t to the substrate. For a small velo ity of the
movement we expe t that the attra tive for e remains the same while a dissipative
for e linear in the velo ity appears. The evaluation of this for e for the various
physi al setups as well as the justi ation of the above pi ture is the task of the
theory of the ele troni fri tion.
The ase of the ovalent bond is more ompli ated and will not be onsidered in
our dis ussion. The bond in this ase is of purely quantum-me hani al origin and the
division of the intera tion into the attra tive part due to the Coulomb intera tion
and the Pauli repulsion is quite meaningless. Instead, the whole quantum me hani al bond is usually treated by the model des ription by the Anderson-Newns-like
Hamiltonian and the evaluation of the fri tion for e is done at this model level. This
kind of solutions is rather di erent from the one used by us here and it onstitutes
another bran h of the theoreti al te hniques. Moreover, our physi al motivation is
mainly by the physisorption ases. An overview of te hniques used in various adsorption ases is given in [9℄. Here, we will fo us ex lusively on the ases where the
dire t Coulomb attra tive intera tion plays a role.
The other part of the bonding intera tion due to the Pauli repulsion is also
expe ted to produ e the dissipative omponent of the for e in the non-stationary
situation. However, this part of the ele troni fri tion for e is usually not onsidered.
There is just one re ent referen e to the work by Sokolo [13℄ in whi h the Pauli
repulsion part of the fri tion for e was modeled by the hard-sphere s attering of the
substrate ele trons from the hard ore of the adsorbate atom. The additivity of the
two ontributions is a reasonable assumption in the physisorption ase. Anyway,
a better and more onsistent des ription of the relation between the nature of the
adsorption bond and the resulting fri tion for e would be de nitely helpful for the
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more realisti al ulations. This question has not been addressed yet properly and
the answer to it would substantially improve the whole theory of the mi ros opi
fri tion.
3.2

Linear response theory

Here, we present a simple generi model des ribing the intera tion of an adatom with
the substrate ele troni degrees of freedom, using the Coulomb oupling. Namely,
we use the following Hamiltonian

H^ (t) = H^ ads + H^ sub + H^ int (t) ;

(3.1a)

where H^ ads denotes the Hamiltonian of the free dynami s of the adsorbate's harge
distribution, while H^ sub orresponds to the free ele troni dynami s of the substrate.
H^ int (t) is intera tion term reading

H^ int (t) =

Z

d3~r

Z

d3~r 0 ^ads (~r; t)VC (~r ~r 0 )^sub (~r 0 )

(3.1b)

with

^ads (~r; t) = ^ads (~r ~rd (t))
(3.1 )
being the expli itly time-dependent driven adsorbate harge distribution and
VC (~r ~r 0 ) =

1

(3.1d)

4 j~r ~r 0 j

the Coulomb potential. We may also use the above intera tion Hamiltonian to
express the operator of the for e a ting between the two harge distributions, i. e.
the for e exerted by the substrate on the adsorbate. This for e operator is given by
the ele trostati s relation

F~^ (t) =

Z

d3~r

Z

d3~r 0 ^ads (~r; t)



r~r VC (~r ~r 0 ) ^sub (~r 0) :

(3.2)

In the Dira or intera tion pi ture we get for the mean value of the for e
D



E
i
^
~
~
~
F (t) = F (t) = Texp

~

Z t

1



 i
~
~
~
d Hint ( ) F (t) Texp

~

Z t

1

d H~ int ( )

whi h redu es in the rst order of the perturbation theory in H^ int (t) to

F~ (t) =

Z t

1

d

iE
1 Dh ~~
F (t); H~ int ( ) :
i~
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;
(3.3)

(3.4)

This is an analog of the Kubo formula where the external driving is hidden in the
H~ int ( ) term. In what follows, we will dis uss this rst order term in detail. Using
it, we may derive with the help of various further approximation in the ourse of
the derivation most of the so far published results. After that, we will also brie y
omment on the higher order terms.

3.2.1 Adsorbates with lassi al harge distributions
First, let us assume that the harge distribution asso iated with the adsorbate is
lassi al ( orresponds to the ioni bond), whi h means that this distribution has
no dynami s. This is formally expressed in our formalism by repla ing the operator ^ads (~r; t) by the -number fun tion. The quantum-me hani al dynami s only
remains in the substrate part of the Hamiltonian. Then the above linear response
relation may be expanded as

F~ (t) =

Z t

1

d

Z

d3~r d3~r 0 d3~r1 d3~r2 ads (~r; t)



r~r VC (~r ~r1) 

(3.5)

1 
0
0
~ (~r ; t); ~sub (~r2 ;  ) VC (~r2 ~r ) ads (~r ;  ) :
i~ sub 1
We see that the only quantum-me hani al obje t involved is the retarded Green's
fun tion of the substrate harge u tuations. Namely, the evaluation of the retarded
diele tri response fun tion

1 
~sub (~r; t); ~sub (~r 0 ;  ) (t  )
(3.6)
i~
plays the dominant role in the problem presently onsidered. The time dependen e
of the harge-density operators is given by the substrate part of the Hamiltonian
ex lusively and bra kets hi denote the thermal average over the anoni al state of
the substrate ele troni degrees of freedom. It is onvenient to in lude the Coulomb
intera tions in (3.5) to the de nition of the entral obje t of our interest. Thus, we
de ne the Coulomb Green's fun tion

R (~r; ~r 0 ; t  ) =

GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; t

) =

Z

d3~r1

Z

d3~r2 VC (~r ~r1 ) R (~r1 ; ~r2 ; t  ) VC (~r2 ~r 0 )

(3.7a)

1 ~
0
~
=
 (~r; t); sub (~r ;  ) (t  ) ;
i~ sub
where the Coulomb eld operator ~sub (~r; t) produ ed by the substrate harge distribution is given by

~sub (~r; t) =

Z

d3~r 0 VC (~r ~r 0 )~sub (~r 0 ; t) :
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(3.7b)

This quantity may be regarded as the dressed part of the Green's fun tion of the
Coulomb eld due to the intera tion with the ele troni degrees of freedom of the
substrate. The bare Coulomb Green's fun tion is just the Coulomb intera tion
potential (3.1d) ( f. [25℄, [26℄). The Coulomb Green's fun tion is ru ial in most of
ele troni fri tion al ulations and will be the subje t of the subsequent dis ussions.
However, we derive the mi ros opi fri tion oeÆ ient of the ele troni fri tion rst,
using the assumed knowledge of the Coulomb Green's fun tion and Eq. (3.5). It an
be rewritten in the form
Z t

F~ (t) =

Z

d

1

d3~r

Z

d3~r 0 ads (~r; t)



r~r GRC (~r; ~r 0; t  ) ads(~r 0;  ) :

(3.8)

Using (3.1 ) and shift in integration variables, we ome to the result

F~ (t) =

Z t

1

d

Z

d3~r

Z

d3~r 0 ads (~r)



r~r GRC (~r + ~rd(t); ~r 0 + ~rd( ); t  ) ads (~r 0) ;

(3.9)
whi h is the starting point for further manipulations. In order to nd the linear
fri tion oeÆ ient, we expand the Green's fun tion in the se ond spatial argument
around the point ~r 0 + ~rd (t). That is, we make the expansion

F~ (t) =
=
+

Z t

1
Z t

1

Z t

1

d

Z

Z

d3~r

d3~r 0 ads (~r)


r~r GRC (~r + ~rd (t); ~r 0 + ~rd (t) + (~rd( ) ~rd (t)); t  ) ads (~r 0 )
Z
Z

3
d d ~r d3~r 0 ads (~r) r~r GRC (~r + ~rd (t); ~r 0 + ~rd (t); t  ) ads (~r 0 )
d

Z

Z

d3~r

r~r r~r 0 GRC (~r + ~rd (t); ~r 0 + ~rd (t); t  )

~rd ( ) +   

d3~r 0 ads (~r)

ads (~r 0 )  ~rd (t)



(3.10)

The rst term in the expansion des ribes the immediate (stati ) for e between
the adsorbate and substrate. This is the usual image- harge attra tive for e on
the harge above a diele tri surfa e. The for e is expli itly time-dependent only
through the immediate position of the adsorbate as

F~image (~rd (t)) =

Z t

1

= !lim
!0

d

Z

Z

d3~r

Z

d3~r 0 ads (~r)


R
r
r + ~rd (t); ~r 0 + ~rd (t); t  ) ads (~r 0 )
~r GC (~
Z

3
d ~r d3~r 0 ads (~r) r~r GRC (~r + ~rd (t); ~r 0 + ~rd (t); ! ) ads (~r 0 ) ;

(3.11)
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where we have introdu ed the Fourier transform of the Coulomb Green's fun tion

GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; ! )

=

Z 1

1

dt GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; t) ei!t :

(3.12)

The se ond order term in (3.10) orresponds to the fri tion for e linear in velo ity
of the adsorbate. In this ase, the for e is a fun tional of the whole history of the
movement of the adsorbate. By employing the following short ut notation
$

G (~rd (t); t  ) =

Z

d3~r

Z



r~r r~r 0 GRC (~r +~rd(t); ~r 0 +~rd (t); t  ) ads(~r 0) ;

d3~r 0 ads (~r)

(3.13)
we get for the linear fri tion for e (by the argument f~rd g we want to stress that the
fri tion for e is in prin iple a fun tional of the whole adsorbate traje tory)

F~fri tion (f~rd g; t) =
=
=
=

Z t

$

1

Z t

1

Z t

1

Z t

1

with



d G (~rd (t); t  )  ~rd (t) ~rd ( )
$

d G (~rd (t); t  ) 

Z t


$

d~vd ( )
$

d (~rd (t); t  )  ~vd ( ) + (~rd (t); t  ) 
$

Z t


d~vd( )

t
=

1

d (~rd (t); t  )  ~vd ( )
(3.14a)
$

(~rd (t); t  ) =

Z 1
t 

$

d G (~rd (t);  )

(3.14b)

being the retarded linear fri tion oeÆ ient kernel whi h is expli itly dependent on
the a tual adsorbate parti le position and whi h has in general non-zero memory.
It is expli itly given by
$

(~r; t) =

Z 1
t

d

Z

d3~r1

Z

d3~r2 ads (~r1 )



r~r1 r~r2 GRC (~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r;  ) ads (~r2 ) :

(3.15)
Thus, the fri tion for e exerted by the substrate on the adsorbate at the position
~rd (t) with the velo ity ~vd (t) is given by the onvolution equation

F~fri tion(f~rd g; t) =

Z 1
0

$

d (~rd (t);  )  ~vd (t  ) ;

(3.16)

whi h may be further simpli ed in some spe ial ases. First, let us onsider the
situation when the velo ity of the adsorbate movement is hanging slowly ompared
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with the hara teristi time s ale of the fri tion kernel, the extreme example of whi h
is the onstant velo ity motion. Then we may use the Markovian approximation and
expand ~vd (t  ) around  = 0. This yields already in the zeroth order

F~fri tion (f~rd g; t) 

Z 1
0

$

d (~rd (t);  )  ~vd (t) =

$

(~rd (t))  ~vd (t) ;

(3.17)

with the linear fri tion oeÆ ient being given by
$

(~r) =

Z 1

Z0 1

$

d (~r;  ) =

Z 1
0

d

Z 1


$

d G (~r;  )

d $
d $
=G (~r; !)
=
d  G (~r;  ) = !lim
G
(
~
r
;
!
)
=
lim
!0 id!
!!0 d!
0
Z
Z


d
R
3
3
r r =GC (~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r; !) ads (~r2) :
= d ~r1 d ~r2 ads (~r1 ) !lim
!0 d! ~r1 ~r2
(3.18)
Se ond, it is possible to exa tly evaluate the fri tion for e for the harmoni motion
of the adsorbate. Suppose that ~vd (t) = ~v0 os !d t and ~rd (t) = ~r0 sin !d t = !~v0d sin !d t.
Then the expression for the fri tion for e may be reformulated as
$
$

1 $
F~fri tion (f~rd g; t) = G (~rd (t); ! ! 0) <G (~rd (t); !d )  ~rd (t) + =G (~rd (t); !d )  ~vd (t) :
!d
(3.19)
The se ond term yields the memory-less fri tion for e linear in velo ity, while the
rst one (not present in the Markovian approximation) represents a rea tive for e
whi h a ounts for the fa t that the intera tion of the adsorbate with the substrate
reates an e e tive potential for the adsorbate movement. In fa t, in this ase
we got that adsorbate motion indu es a harmoni potential, i. e. we obtained the
renormalization of the lateral motion eigenfrequen y from zero to a non-zero value.
The steady motion ase is obtained from this harmoni one by taking the limit
!d ! 0, and we see that we fully re over the Markovian results | the e e tive
potential vanishes and the fri tion oeÆ ient is again given by (3.18).
$

3.2.2 Adsorbates with quantum- u tuating harge distributions
Now, we return to the ase when both the harge distributions involved have their
own quantum-me hani al dynami s (physisorption ases). In this ase, we have to
go ba k to Eq. (3.4). The mean value of the for e may be expressed as

F~ (t) =

Z t

1

d

Z

d3~r d3~r 0


1 
~ads (~r; t; ~rd (t)) r~r ~sub (~r; t); ~ads (~r 0 ;  ; ~rd ( ))~sub (~r 0 ;  ) :
i~
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(3.20)

We expli itly indi ated the dependen e of ~ads (~r; t; ~rd (t)) on ~rd (t) ( f. (3.1 )). The
\other part" of its time dependen e stems from the free quantum dynami s of the
adsorbate harge governed by H^ ads in the Dira pi ture. By employing (3.1 ) and
shifting the integration variables ~r; ~r 0 , we ome to the formula

F~ (t) =

Z t

1

d

Z

d3~r d3~r 0


1 
~ads (~r; t) r~r ~sub (~r + ~rd (t); t); ~ads (~r 0 ;  )~sub (~r 0 + ~rd ( );  )
i~

(3.21)

in whi h the time dependen e of ~ads (~r; t) is ex lusively due to the free quantum
evolution a ording to H^ ads and hi means the averaging over the anoni al state
of free adsorbate and substrate. Now, we an repeat the expansion of the se ond
Coulomb eld around ~rd (t) and, following the analogous derivation as in the previous
ase, we get for the fri tion kernel (in analogy with Eq. (3.15))
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(3.22)

whi h yields in the Markovian approximation the linear fri tion oeÆ ient
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1 
~
~
~ (~r ; t) r~r1 sub (~r1 + ~r; t); ~ads (~r2 ; 0)r~r2 sub (~r2 + ~r; 0) :
i~ ads 1

d3~r1 d3~r2

To simplify further this formula, we use the identity



~ads (~r; t) ~sub(~r1 ; t); ~ads (~r 0 ; 0)~sub (~r2 ; 0)


1
= ~ads (~r; t); ~ads (~r 0 ; 0) ~sub (~r1 ; t); ~sub (~r2 ; 0)
2

1
+ ~ads (~r; t); ~ads (~r 0 ; 0) ~sub (~r1 ; t); ~sub (~r2 ; 0) ;
2

(3.24)

where f; g denotes the anti ommutator and where the ommutativity of ~ads (~r; t)
and ~sub (~r 0 ; t0 ) and thus also of ~sub (~r1 ; t0 ) has been used. Next, we perform the
Fourier transform of the above equation with respe t to t, use the onvolution in
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the Fourier pi ture, and utilize the u tuation-dissipation theorem
Z 1
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Z
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whi h onne ts the anti ommutator response ( u tuations) with the imaginary part
of the ommutator response (dissipation). Thus, we obtain
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) :

The integral over auxiliary frequen ies may be hanged into the integral over positive
(physi al) frequen ies only, yielding
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In the derivation, we made use of the property that the imaginary parts of retarded
responses are odd fun tions of the frequen y. Finally, we may summarize our result
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for the u tuational fri tion oeÆ ient
Z
Z
~ 1d  d
~ 
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d3~r1 d3~r2
oth
u t (~
2 0 2 d
2kB T
=R (~r1; ~r2; )r~r1 r~r2 =GRC (~r1 + ~r; ~r2 + ~r; ) :
3.3

(3.28)

Review of results

Now, we will utilize the obtained results to illustrate their usage for various physi al
set-ups. Namely, we will present several di erent treatments found in the literature
from our unifying point of view and will give the examples of results for the orresponding fri tion oeÆ ients. Di erent approa hes to the ele troni fri tion use
di erent hoi es of the harge distributions and/or approximations to evaluate the
response fun tions. First, let us onsider the ase of point-like adsorbates with either
lassi al or quantum- u tuating harge distributions. Su h situations were studied
in the ontext of a Brownian motion model of an ion above a jellium substrate
(S hai h [27℄ and Ferrell et al. [28℄), for ions and atoms above jellium treated by
the density fun tional (Liebs h [29℄), for a normal metal substrate with impurities
(Tomassone and Widom [26℄), and then for a super ondu ting substrate (Novotny
and Veli ky [30℄ and Sokolo et al. [31℄). The adsorbate harge distributions onsidered in the paper by Tomassone and Widom [26℄ were: an ion with the harge Ze,
a point-like lassi al dipole with the dipole moment p~, and nally
an atom with the
$
u tuating quantum me hani al dipole with the polarizability (! ). The respe tive
fri tion oeÆ ients are then given simply by

d
(~r) = Z 2 e2 !lim
lim r r 0 =GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; ! ) ;
!0 d! ~r!~r 0 ~r ~r
d
$(p~)
(~r) = !lim
lim r~r r~r 0 (p~  r~r )(p~  r~r 0 )=GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; ! ) ;
!
0 d! ~r!~r 0
Z
~ 1d  d
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(~r) =
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2 0 2 d
2kB T
$
lim0 r~r  = ( )  r~r 0 r~r r~r 0 =GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; ) :
$(Z)

~r!~r

(3.29a)
(3.29b)

(3.29 )

These results are essentially identi al in all the papers even though the approa hes,
derivations, and the formalisms used are di erent. It remains to al ulate the
Coulomb Green's fun tion whi h mi ros opi ally des ribes the surfa e response of
the substrate to a perturbation aused by the adsorbate movement. This is the
entral task in the solution of the problem.
In the paper by Tomassone and Widom [26℄, a simple phenomenologi al form
of the surfa e response of a at metal substrate was used. Namely, the substrate
properties were modeled by approximating the Coulomb Green's fun tion in the
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image- harge form, reading

"(! ) 1 1
"(! ) + 1 Rimage

GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; ! ) =

(3.30)

with Rimage = j~r ~r 0imagej, where ~r 0image is the mirror image of ~r 0 made by the ( at)
surfa e plane and "(! ) is the lo al permitivity of the substrate. It an be expressed
in terms of the lo al ondu tivity as

i (! )
:
(3.31)
!"0
In this approximation, we get in the ase of the lateral motion of the adsorbate in
the height h above a normal metal ( (! )   = onst) onsidered in [26℄ for the
lateral fri tion oeÆ ient of an ion
2 2
(Z)
(Z) (h) = (Z) (h) = Z e "0 :
(3.32)
(
h
)

yy
xx
k
4h3
The permanent and quantum- u tuating dipole ases are evaluated in a similar
manner yielding more ompli ated formulas found in [26℄.
The image- harge form of the Coulomb Green's fun tion was also used in the
treatment of the van der Waals fri tion above super ondu ting substrate motivated
by the measurements by Krim et al. In this ase, the simple two- uid model of
the super ondu tor response was employed, yielding the sudden drop of fri tion
oeÆ ient at the riti al temperature. We will present a more detailed dis ussion
on this topi in the next se tion of this hapter.
In other papers, a more fundamental approa hes to the evaluation of the surfa e
response were hosen. S hai h [27℄ and Liebs h [29℄ used the jellium model with
a surfa e and al ulated the surfa e response, using the RPA and time-dependent
density fun tional theory, respe tively. Yet another method was employed by Ferrell
et al. [28℄. They evaluated the surfa e response of the substrate from a non-lo al
bulk diele tri fun tion, using the spe ular re e tion model.
In any ase, for a at surfa e, i. e. laterally translationally invariant, of the
substrate o upying the halfspa e z  0, we an write with the help of VC (q; z; z 0 ) =
2 e qjz z 0 j for the lateral Fourier transform of the Coulomb Green's fun tion (3.7a)
q
"(! ) = 1 +

GRC (q; z; z 0 ; ! ) =

2
e
q

q(z +z 0 )

g (q ; ! )

(3.33)

with
2
g (q ; ! ) =
q
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dz
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dz 0 eqz+qz

0 i~q~rk
(~rk ; z; z 0 ; ! )

(3.34)

being the surfa e response fun tion [32, 33, 29℄. Then the result (3.29) for the
fri tion oeÆ ient of, e. g. an ion above the surfa e an be reformulated in the
following manner
Z

1 1 2 2qh
lim
dqq e =g (q ; ! ) ;
(3.35)
? (h) =
!!0 ! 0
(Z)
(Z)
? (h) :
(
h
)
=
(3.36)
k
2
The knowledge of the surfa e response fun tion is thus suÆ ient for determining
the mi ros opi fri tion oeÆ ient. Its al ulation is quite a diÆ ult numeri al task
even in the simplest possible model onsisting of a jellium surfa e [32, 29℄. However,
it is possible to make reasonable approximations for it. The simplest one onsist in
repla ing its values by its long-wavelength limit (q ! 0) only. In this approximation
the surfa e response redu es to the familiar image- harge form of Tomassone and
Widom [26℄
"(! ) 1
:
(3.37)
gIC (q ; ! )  qlim
g (q ; ! ) =
!0
"(! ) + 1
This approximation is pre ise for the substrate with a lo al diele tri fun tion "(! ).
Another approximation used for the surfa e response fun tion is that of spe ular
re e tion model [28, 34, 33℄
(Z)

Z 2 e2

gSR (q ; ! ) =

1 " s (q ; ! )
1 + "s(q ; ! )

with

q
"s(q ; ! ) =


Z 1

1

dkz

1
;
(kz2 + q 2 )"(~k; ! )

(3.38)

(3.39)

where "(~k; ! ) is the bulk diele tri response of the substrate (generally non-lo al, i.
e. ~k-dependent). Again, for the lo al bulk permitivity we re over the image- harge
limit.
A se ond kind of harge distributions onsidered is that of harge u tuations
in a bulk slab above the substrate [35, 36, 37, 38℄. Su h models of van der Waals
fri tion between two losely spa ed solids are often used to model ma ros opi fri tion between ma ros opi obje ts. However, the relevan e of these models for the
ma ros opi fri tion is indeed little as dis ussed by Persson and Zhang [37℄, and they
rather serve as a playground for theorists of fri tion to develop and he k the suitable te hniques. As pointed out by Persson and Zhang in [37℄, there are physi ally
relevant ontexts in whi h these models play a role, namely, the ases of the Coulomb
drag between two parallel ele tron systems in semi ondu ting nanostru tures and
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the QCM experiments. In the latter ase, the physisorbed thin lm experien es a
non-zero fri tion for e stemming from the dissipative part of the u tuational intera tion between the lm and substrate harge densities ( f. (3.28)). Contrary to
the ma ros opi ase, this sour e of fri tion for e is relevant and usually omparable
with the other sour es of the mi ros opi fri tion, e. g. intera tion with substrate
phonons and dissipation into the lm degrees of freedom. It should be noted that
the linear response theory developed in the previous text is not suÆ ient to des ribe
the fri tion for e between two ma ros opi bodies. At least the mutual s reening of
the harge u tuations in the respe tive bodies must be in luded by going to higher
orders in the perturbation theory. Sin e an in nite number of ontributions must be
summed, non-perturbative approa hes are usually used [35, 36, 38℄. Also not only
the linear fri tion oeÆ ient is onsidered but the whole velo ity dependen e of the
fri tion for e is explored. In spite of all these di eren es, the presented approa h
has many analogies with the non-perturbative methods.
There are other ases when the linear response regime is not suÆ ient for the
des ription of the mi ros opi fri tion. These over the physi ally relevant ases of
the fri tion of the physisorbed layers. From (3.28) we see that the fri tion oeÆ ient
on an adsorbed lm is proportional to =R (~r1 ; ~r2 ; ), the imaginary part of the
polarizability of the lm. In the ase of a model study for one atom, it is the
polarizability of the atom. For small enough temperatures dd oth 2k~B T a ts as an
approximate delta-fun tion with the halfwidth  kB~T . Thus, if the ex ited states of
the lm have the energy high above the temperature whi h is typi al for physisorbed
atoms, the rst order (linear response) ontribution is exponentially small and one
has to onsider the se ond-order term. It would be possible to ontinue in the
perturbation expansion of (3.3) and to evaluate the linear fri tion oeÆ ient in
analogy with the rst-order term. This is, however, too involved to be presented
here. Instead, we only refer to two papers where the problem of a physisorbed
atom was questioned. Sokolo [13℄ and Persson and Volokitin [39℄ found that the
se ond-order term yields a nite ontribution to the fri tion oeÆ ient proportional
to the square of the stati atomi polarizability. Moreover, Persson and Volokitin
[39℄ showed that the response of the surfa e to the quantum u tuations of the
atomi dipole an be approximated by the surfa e response fun tion introdu ed
above. Thus, our previous dis ussion of the surfa e response and its approximations
an be equally used in this more ompli ated ase of physisorbed atoms.
3.4

Fri tion above super ondu ting substrate

Now, let us turn our attention to a spe ial ase of the ele troni fri tion problem,
namely, to the ele troni fri tion above the super ondu ting surfa e. As was already
mentioned, this model is inspired by the re ent ndings by Krim and ollaborators
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[14℄ who found that the fri tion oeÆ ient experien es a sudden drop at the transition point. Their naive interpretation, assuming that the ele troni degrees of
freedom simply de ouple due to the SC transition, was ontested by Persson and
Tosatti [15℄. Persson and Tosatti laimed that the fri tion is aused by the dissipation into the normal uid in the super ondu tor and, thus, should de rease
ontinuously in a ord with the ontinuous de rease of the normal uid density
with temperature. No sharp drop observed should be present a ording to Persson
and Tosatti. The tentative explanations of the puzzle raised by them were given
by Popov [40℄, Novotny and Veli ky [30℄ and Sokolo et al. [31℄. All of them use
some phenomenologi al arguments so that neither of them gives the nal answer to
the problem, but, on the other hand, all of them proved that the argumentation of
Persson and Tosatti is highly questionable. In all these ontributions, the pe uliar
features of the super uid omponent of the ele tron density in the super ondu tor
turned out to play the dominant role. We will present here the reasoning by Novotny
and Veli ky and then will brie y omment on the other two works.
Let us onsider an ion os illating with the external driving frequen y !d above
a substrate whi h may be made super ondu ting. The fri tion for e on the ion is
then given by an analogy of equation (3.29a) stemming from (3.19)
$(Z)

(~r; !d) = Z 2 e2

1
lim r r 0 =GRC (~r; ~r 0 ; !d ) :
!d ~r!~r 0 ~r ~r

(3.40)

We use the image- harge approximation (3.30) for the Coulomb Green's fun tion,
whi h is the point where the phenomenology enters the reasoning. The equation
(3.31) is again used to express the permitivity via the ondu tivity of the substrate.
We omit all the spatial dependen e of the Green's fun tion as we are only interested
in the temperature dependen e of the fri tion oeÆ ient whi h depends ex lusively
on the fa tor
Z (! ) / 1 = "(!d ) 1 :
(3.41)
d
!d "(!d ) + 1
Now, we pro eed to analyze the e e t of the super ondu ting transition on this
fa tor, and, thus, on the fri tion for e. First, we evaluate the ondu tivity of the
substrate in the simple two- uid model of the super ondu tor. In this model, the
ondu tivity onsists of two additive terms, the rst one due to the super uid omponent and the other one due to the normal uid omponent

 (! ) = S (! ) + N (! ) :

(3.42)

Denoting by x the ratio of the density of normal ele trons to the total ele tron
density, x = nnN , we may use (3.42) both above (x = 1) and below (x < 1) the phase
transition. We also use notations m for the e e tive mass of 2the ele trons and
!pl for the ele tron plasma frequen y in the substrate, !pl2 = "ne
. The super uid
0 m
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omponent experien es no fri tion for e due to disorder and its long-wave limit
behaves like
!2
in e2
S (! ) = S = i(1 x)"0 pl :
(3.43)
m!
!
The normal uid is assumed to satisfy the Drude formula for the AC ondu tivity,
with the proper ele tron density x n, both below and above T :

N (! ) =

1
nN e2 
: nN e2  = x" ! 2  :
=
0 pl
m 1 i !
m

(3.44)

The relaxation time in the Drude formula is limited by phonon and disorder related
s attering and may then be bra keted between 10 14 s and 10 11 s ( orresponding
to pure lead at 300 K and 7 K). Sin e the experimental setup is a quartz rystal
mi robalan e arrangement with the driving frequen y being roughly !d  107 s 1 ,
we use the DC limit of the normal ondu tivity, ! = 0, negle ting thus its frequen y
dependen e.
Introdu ing the ondu tivity (3.42) into (3.41), with the help of (3.31) we obtain
an expli it result for the linear fri tion oeÆ ient
(x; !d ) /

2

!2 
pl

x2 +



x


1 x 2(!d =!pl )2 2
!d 

x
2
=: 2
:
2
!pl  x + 1! x 2
d

(3.45)

The small term !d2 =!pl2  (107 s 1 =1015 s 1 )2 has been negle ted as it does not hange
the results. Temperature enters this expression in two di erent ways. Firstly, the
relaxation time  and the plasma frequen y !pl are slightly temperature dependent,
yielding a moderate temperature dependen e of the fri tion oeÆ ient in the normal
state. Around the transition point, these parameters have a smooth temperature
dependen e and in the lose vi inity of T they are approximately onstant. Se ondly, and more importantly, temperature enters the above result (3.45) through the
variation of x, the fra tional normal uid density, with temperature. To obtain this
temperature dependen e around the transition point, we may employ the GinsburgLandau des ription. The lead lm in the a tual experiment [14℄ was about 1500 
A
thi k. Thus, it is bra keted by the Pippard and the GL oheren e lengths:

0  830
A < lm thi kness



  (T )  0 T T T



(3.46)

for 0 < T T  T . Under these onditions, the GL theory leads to a simple result
[41℄, namely, that the super uid density is onstant a ross the width of the lm and
has the same temperature dependen e as in the bulk. For de niteness, we assume
this temperature dependen e to be of the simple, yet qualitatively orre t GorterCasimir form [42℄ nS (T )=n = 1 x(T ) = 1 (T=T )4 . We introdu e this relation
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into (3.45) and obtain the nal dimension-less relation for the fri tion oeÆ ient at
T lose below the transition point
(T; !d ) :
=
0



1

)
1 + 4(1 !dT=T


2

=

1+

1
t

t

2

(3.47)

with t = (T T )=T and the halfwidth of the jump t = !4d  . By 0 we have
denoted the approximately onstant value of the fri tion in the normal state just
above the riti al temperature. The halfwidth of the jump depends on the value of
 . For a \typi al"   10 12 s, it is of the order 10 5 . This represents a smooth, but
a very steep step. This is fully onsistent with the experimental results of Krim and
ollaborators [14℄.
Sokolo et al. [31℄ used the same approximation of the super ondu ting surfa e
response in the form of the image- harge. However, they used a di erent method
to evaluate the fri tion for e. In fa t, they did not al ulate the linear fri tion
oeÆ ient, but a non-linear (in onstant velo ity) fri tion for e. The rst non-zero
ontribution in the super ondu ting state is the ubi one. Its value is onsiderably
smaller than that in the normal state when nnNS  10 6 . This roughly orresponds to
our results, proving thus that the phenomenon found by us is not an artifa t of the
linear response regime. The physi al key point of both the methods lies in the usage
of the image- harge form of the surfa e response. From this form, we an easily see
where the reasoning of Persson and Tosatti is invalid. They simply negle ted the
s reening of the Coulomb intera tion between the adsorbate and substrate whi h is
highly enhan ed in the super ondu ting state by the appearan e of the super uid.
The super uid s reening apabilities are so high that even in the tiny on entration,
i. e. just slightly below TC , the intera tion of the adsorbate with the substrate is
almost ompletely s reened out and, thus, the fri tion for e drops out. The rest of
the measured fri tion oeÆ ient is then attributed to the phononi ontribution to
fri tion.
Another approa h was taken by Popov [40℄. He used a phenomenologi al hydrodynami des ription of the ele troni uid. The ele troni uid was onsidered as a
vis ous uid and the intera tion with the adsorbate was modeled by the boundary
ondition, imposing the surfa e drag velo ity being equal to the velo ity of the adsorbate movement. Both these assumptions are rather questionable, however, this
model reprodu es the drop in the fri tion oeÆ ient orre tly. The surfa e drag of
the ele tron uid together with the overall harge neutrality of the substrate imply
the existen e of the bulk ele tri urrent ba k ow. The dissipative properties of the
ba k ow hanges suddenly with the phase transition. Namely, in the super ondu ting state the ba k ow is ex lusively of the super urrent origin and, thus, does not
ontribute to the dissipation of the energy in the substrate and redu es the fri tion
for e.
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In a re ent preprint, Persson [43℄ argues against the proposed explanations of
the drop in super ondu ting fri tion. He refuses the Popov's model as inadequate
and also argues against the image- harge ansatz. He does not laim that the imageharge approximation would be in prin iple wrong, but he questions its relevan e
for the experimental ndings. This is a legitimate question as the appli ability of
the image- harge to the super ondu ting surfa e is indeed an unresolved problem.
Persson ontrasts the so alled bulk ontribution (image- harge) with the so alled
surfa e ontribution (q -dependent part of the surfa e response) and laims that the
surfa e one is dominant by a fa tor of about 100{1000 for the Krim's experiment
setup. The surfa e ontribution does not undergo the sharp drop with temperature
at the transition point. Thus, the ndings by Krim are, a ording to Persson, still an
open puzzle. However, his reasoning is not totally onvin ing as he uses expressions
for the surfa e ontribution al ulated for the jellium model [32℄ and assumes the
additivity of the bulk and surfa e ontributions. Neither of these two assumptions
is indeed justi ed for the super ondu ting substrate.
3.5

Con luding remarks

In this hapter, we presented the linear response theory of the ele troni fri tion
for e due to the Coulomb intera tion of the adsorbate and substrate harge densities.
This fri tion for e is asso iated with the attra tive part of the adsorption bond in
the physisorption and ioni ases. We onsidered separately both these ases whi h
di er in the dynami s of the adsorbate harge density. Namely, in the ioni ase
the harge density of the adsorbate is onsidered to be a xed lassi al one, while
in the physisorption ase it has its own quantum dynami s. Both these ases were
treated in an uni ed framework of the linear response theory and a partial survey of
the published results on this topi was given from the point of view of this unifying
method.
In analogy with the phononi ase studied in the previous hapter, the most
relevant quantity for the evaluation of the mi ros opi fri tion oeÆ ient turns out
to be the retarded Green's fun tion of the harge density u tuations of the substrate. Contrary to the phononi ase, this Green's fun tion annot be al ulated
exa tly as it is a 2-parti le Green's fun tion and, thus, its evaluation for the intera ting ele trons in the substrate is a non-trivial task. Several expressions for
this Green's fun tion of the normal metal des ribed by various approximations were
brie y reviewed. The realisti numeri al al ulations of this quantity are surely at
the front-end of the present methods sin e it is a dynami al response of the surfa e.
The importan e of the surfa e properties is exempli ed by the study of the fri tion
for e above a super ondu ting surfa e presented in the previous se tion.
The explanation of the striking phenomenon of the sudden drop of the fri tion
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oeÆ ient under the super ondu ting riti al temperature is still an open problem.
We presented several phenomenologi al explanations of these experimental results
together with the obje tions against them. This re ent ontroversy about the superondu ting fri tion problem shows a lear la k of a truly mi ros opi theory of this
phenomenon that would be without phenomenologi al entries. Persson's preprint
goes in this dire tion, but the method used is still rather phenomenologi al sin e no
true mi ros opi al ulations for an model adequate to the experiment were done.
This is de nitely the task for the future. However, the truly mi ros opi theory
of the Coulomb fri tion above a super ondu ting surfa e whi h onsists in at least
model evaluation of the surfa e response fun tion (3.34) for the super ondu ting
surfa e is enormously diÆ ult to develop. No real progress in this has been done
yet.
Some simpli ed models for whi h the al ulation of the surfa e response fun tion ould be viable are being onsidered. These are mainly related to the Hubbard
model, des ribing the strongly orrelated systems in whi h the super ondu ting
phase as well as various magneti phases an be a hieved by a suitable hoi e of the
lo al spin oupling. Within these models, it ould be possible to evaluate the surfa e response fun tion, using some approximations whi h are under ontrol or even
a hieve the dire t numeri al solution with the present omputational te hniques.
The Hubbard model is of interest also for its magneti phases. The behaviour of the
fri tion oeÆ ient above su h a magneti substrate with respe t to the phase transition in the substrate is an interesting ounterpart of the super ondu ting fri tion
studied and dis ussed above. It would be important if experiments with fri tion
above other kinds of strongly orrelated systems like, e. g. magneti materials, were
performed.
In any ase, the super ondu ting fri tion problem, in spite of its omplexity,
opened an interesting new area of possible experimental and theoreti al progress of
understanding the mi ros opi ele troni fri tion me hanisms. The eld is open and
promises many new relevant and interesting results.
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Chapter 4
Dire t methods in non-stationary
sto hasti

problems in surfa e

physi s

4.1

Formulation of the problem

The model presented in this hapter was developed by the author and Do . Petr
Chvosta to extend the paradigmati model in the realm of resonant a tivation by
Doering and Gadoua to non-Markovian types of additional noise.
This work was motivated by the e ort to analyti ally solve the Langevin-like
sto hasti equations of motion of the kind of (1.3) whi h are used to des ribe the
QCM experiment. A single adatom physisorbed above the vibrating jellium surfa e experien es the sto hasti Langevin for e (1.4) from the substrate degrees of
freedom and the deterministi harmoni inertial for e due to the vibrations of the
substrate. In a typi al QCM, setup the a eleration term in the equation of motion
is negligible ompared to the fri tion term and, thus, the ustomary overdamped
regime approximation an be used. The evaluation of the transport properties of
su h a system is then the aim of the al ulations. For a at surfa e the problem is
easily solved. However, when either the orrugation of the potential or boundary
onditions are taken into a ount, the systems exhibits highly non-trivial behaviour.
The potential orrugation leads to the phenomenon alled the sto hasti resonan e
while in orporating of various boundary onditions ( orresponding, for example, to
the presen e of terra e steps on the surfa e) generates related phenomena as the
oherent sto hasti resonan e (a table-like terra e) or the resonant a tivation (two
terra e steps). In all these phenomena, the transport properties (the signal-to-noise
ratio for the sto hasti resonan e or the mean exit time for the other two) exhibit
non-monotoni dependen e on the frequen y of the driving for e. This proves the
orrelation of the transport properties with the driving for e.
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The hoi e of the potential orrugation or the boundary onditions pi ks up
the parti ular problem. We de ided to use the boundary onditions onsidered by
Doering and Gadoua [44℄ whi h lead to the resonant a tivation phenomenon. The
model of Doering and Gadoua onsists of the di usion on 1-dimensional segment
in the linear potential u tuating between two opposite slopes with the re exing
boundary ondition at one end and the absorbing boundary ondition at the other.
The u tuations of the potential are determined by the Markovian di hotomous
noise. The mean rst passage time (sometimes also alled the mean exit time) of
the absorption pro ess was studied with a non-trivial result for the its dependen e
on the mean swit hing rate of the potential u tuations. The mean rst passage
time versus mean swit hing rate urve exhibits a minimum whi h is a signature of
the noise-indu ed enhan ement of the absorption pro ess. This phenomenon was
rst reported in the paper by Doering and Gadoua in 1992 [44℄ and was named by
them the resonant a tivation. Sin e then the phenomenon was studied intensively
[45℄. However, the models used to study the es ape over u tuating barriers in
the ontext of the resonant a tivation employ almost ex lusively simple Markovian
noises simulating the barrier u tuations [44, 46, 47, 48℄. On the other hand, in
the oherent sto hasti resonan e problems the additional \noise" is a tually the
deterministi harmoni signal, whi h is for the te hni al reasons approximated by
the multistep pro ess [49, 50, 51℄. Thus, the harmoni driving may be regarded as
a spe ial ase of the non-Markovian pro ess.
Being aware of these fa ts, we wanted to extend the resonant a tivation paradigm
to the non-Markovian potential- u tuation ases presumably of the harmoni driving origin like in the oherent sto hasti resonan e ontext. To this end, we employed
the method of the onstru tion of traje tories developed by Chvosta and Reineker
[52℄ for all non-Markovian pro ess generated by arbitrary renewal pro esses. This
method enables to study not only the harmoni noises, but also any other ones
generated by renewal pro esses. The original ase by Doering and Gadoua [44℄ is
re overed for the Markovian di hotomous noise. The generalization of the paper by
Chvosta and Reineker [52℄ in this work onsists in the extension of the formalism to
the spatially-resolved di usion, whi h is a non-trivial task.
In our study, we developed the general formalism for the des ription of the
resonant a tivation in the potentials whose u tuations are generated by general
renewal pro ess and, thus, are in general non-Markovian. The distin tive features of
the approa h ontrasted to the ustomary methods usually employed in the resonant
a tivation ontext are summarized in the next se tion. The results of our work
are reprinted in Appendix C in the form of a preprint submitted to the Physi al
Review E.
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4.2

Comments to Appendix C

In this se tion, we just want to make several omments on the method used in the
paper and the results obtained there with respe t to the so far known fa ts. Sin e the
paper is somewhat te hni al, we would like to stress the new relevant ontributions
made by us and ompare them with the present state of the art of the bran h.



In order to generalize the original model by Doering and Gadoua [44℄ for a nonMarkovian swit hing, it was ne essary to use a ompletely di erent method
so far not used in the ontext of the resonant a tivation. This method is the
extension of the onstru tion of traje tories method developed by Chvosta
and Reineker [52℄ to the spatially resolved di usion problems. An adequate
presentation and analysis of the method and its exempli ation in the given
physi ally relevant ontext is an integral part of the work. Our te hnique opens
up for the rst time a path to answering: \ . . . the question of both quantitative
and qualitative e e ts of other potential shapes and/or u tuation statisti s"
of Doering and Gadoua.



This newly developed method gives new non-trivial results even in the Markovian ase studied already by Doering and Gadoua. Only the mean- rstpassage-time was analyti ally evaluated in their paper, while other quantities
were onsidered using Monte Carlo simulations. We were able to get a fully
analyti result for the hannel- lling pro ess. To our knowledge, for the rst
time in the literature. Moreover, the same e e tive method permits to hara terize the hannel- lling pro ess analyti ally or semi-analyti ally even for a
non-Markovian swit hing.



New results were obtained for the non-Markovian potential-swit hing ases.
We found that the resonant a tivation phenomenon is quite stable with respe t
to the hange of the properties of the potential- u tuating pro ess. Namely,
in all ases of potential-swit hing generated by renewal pro esses with the
waiting time distributions having the rst two moments, the resonant a tivation phenomenon was preserved. The harmoni driving was in our study
approximated by the deterministi two-state pro ess and the resonant a tivation minimum was developed the best in this ase ompared to all other
onsidered potential- u tuation pro esses. Thus, we may on lude that the
resonant a tivation phenomenon should be present in the QCM setup if the
surfa e morphology ould be approximated by the appropriate boundary onditions.



For potential- u tuating pro esses generated by renewal pro esses with the
waiting time distributions without the se ond or even the rst moment, the
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resonant a tivation phenomenon disappears. Sin e the distributions without
moments are quite ommon in nature, as exempli ed by the Levy ights [53℄,
this nding ould be relevant in some physi al or biologi al ontexts. An
analogous result for a di erent kind of models was found by Barkai and Fleurov
[54, 55℄.



Our method is very general and permits many physi ally relevant extensions
to related elds. As mentioned in the text, a generalization to more ompliated potential pro les is straightforward. Changing the boundary onditions
imposed on the di usion in the safe domain, we may use it dire tly to study
the urrent problems of oherent sto hasti resonan e and their generalizations. Any exoti non-Markovian swit hing time distributions may be used in
our method, some of them even permitting a fully analyti solution.
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Chapter 5
Con lusions
In this work, we onsidered three parti ular problems of the mi ros opi theory of
fri tion motivated by the QCM experiment by J. Krim. The problems on ern the
evaluation of the respe tive ontributions to the mi ros opi fri tion for e and the
solution of the sto hasti equation of motion of the adsorbates on the vibrating
surfa e of the mi robalan e.
In the rst part devoted to the evaluation of the phononi ontribution to the
fri tion oeÆ ient, we found the fri tion for e and the e e tive equation of motion for
an adatom harmoni ally pinned above an os illating harmoni latti e. We generalize
the models studied previously by Persson and Rydberg [17℄, and Georgievskii et al.
[18℄ to the QCM setup involving the vibrations of the substrate. Two methods of
solution were employed. The phenomenologi al one gave us orre tly the fri tion
oeÆ ient, while the more sophisti ated perturbative proje tion te hnique provided
us with the full equation of motion of the adatom. The phenomenologi al results
for the fri tion oeÆ ient were on rmed by the proje tion te hnique. As the most
important quantity was identi ed the retarded Green's fun tion of the phononi
eld whi h was evaluated in Appendix A using a non-standard method motivated
by the surfa e Green's fun tion te hnique [56℄. This evaluation, together with the
new results for the equation of motion of the adatom above the vibrating substrate
may be onsidered as new original ontributions of this part of the work.
In the se ond part, we studied the ele troni ontribution to the mi ros opi
fri tion oeÆ ient due to the long range Coulomb intera tion. A unifying approa h
within the framework of the linear response theory is presented, and from this general
point of view, most of the results published so far on this problem are rederived
and summarized. We present here a theory for both the adsorbates with lassi al
harge distributions ( orresponding to the ioni adsorption bond) and the adsorbates
with quantum u tuating harge distributions (van der Waals oupling), in the
rst order of perturbation theory. The relevan e of higher order ontributions is
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also brie y dis ussed. Further, we dis uss the results found in the literature about
the ele troni fri tion for e above normal metal surfa es and, in parti ular, several
approximations to the surfa e response are ompared. The original results of this
se tion onsist in the evaluation of the ele troni fri tion for e for an adsorbate above
a super ondu ting surfa e. This was measured by Krim et al. [14℄ and may be of a
dire t importan e for the separation of the phononi and ele troni ontributions to
the fri tion for e. We suggest a tentative explanation of the experimental ndings
and ontrast it with work of other authors on this topi . The published paper on
this topi by the author [30℄ is reprinted in Appendix B.
In the third part, a sto hasti model of the surfa e di usion on a vibrating
substrate is introdu ed and solved. The model exhibits the phenomenon alled
resonant a tivation rst reported by Doering and Gadoua [44℄. We extended their
model to the non-Markovian potential-swit hing pro esses. The method used for
solution as well as the results a hieved form an original ontribution by the author.
The preprint submitted to Phys. Rev. E is reprinted in Appendix C.
All the models onsidered an be further developed to better des ribe the physially relevant situations. Namely, the phononi fri tion model introdu ed in the rst
part may be improved by taking into a ount a realisti washboard-like surfa e potential in whi h the adatom moves and the dis rete nature of the substrate. Su h a
generalization would be dire tly related to the QCM experimental results for highly
submonolayer overages.
The problem of the super ondu ting fri tion is still open and there is an ultimate
need of the mi ros opi theory of this phenomenon. Also other strongly orrelated
surfa es (e. g. magneti ) are interesting from both the experimental and theoreti al
point of view. Moreover, the theory whi h would in orporate both the latti e and
ele troni ontributions in a uni ed formalism should be nally developed. All these
questions promise to open wide ranges of theoreti al resear h of the mi ros opi
fri tion phenomena.
The sto hasti model from the third part an be further extended in many ways
as des ribed in detail in the main text. Be ause of its rather abstra t nature, it
ould be used as a basis for more spe i models relevant in mu h broader range
of situations than in the surfa e s ien e only, in luding biophysi al, hemi al and
biologi al appli ations.
To sum up, we believe that the problems dis ussed and solved in this work
enri h the theory of mi ros opi fri tion and that they show the ways to further
developments in this resear h area. The author hopes that the reader will nd the
topi s presented here interesting and stimulating for his or her s ienti work.
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Appendix A
Phononi

Green's fun tion for the

half-spa e
In this appendix, we will al ulate the retarded Green's fun tion given by the equation (2.43).1 As was already mentioned in the main text, this task separates into
two independent problems. The rst one is to nd the s alar Green's fun tion
G11 (z ; z 0 ; ; ! ) from the equation



 d2

dz 2
with the boundary ondition

+ q2



T

G11 (z ; z 0 ; ; ! ) = Æ (z

z0)

d
=0;
G (z ; z 0 ; ; ! )
dz 11
z =0

(A.2)

while the se ond part onsists in nding the matrix Green's fun tion
satisfying
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with the boundary ondition written in the matrix form as
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whi h may be rewritten into the homogeneous matrix \re e ting" ondition
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1 0
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(A.3)

RG(z; z0 ; ; !)jz=0 = 0 :

(A.4)
(A.5)

this appendix, we will omit the supers ript R denoting that the Green's fun tion is retarded.
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In the se ond part of this equation, we introdu ed the shorthand notation for the
d

appli ation of the re e ting boundary ondition operator R = idz id to the whole
dz
matrix Green's fun tion denoted by G(z ; z 0 ; ! ). Even though both these quantities
exist independently of ea h other, in the next we will always use the re e tion
boundary ondition operator in the onne tion with the Green's fun tion as shown
above. We re all here that =  + 2 (;  are the Lame oeÆ ients) and

qL2 =
qT2 =
q

(! + i)2

2 =

2

L

(! + i)2

2 =

2

T

!2
2

L

!2
2

T

2 + i sign! ;

(A.6a)

2 + i sign!

(A.6b)

q

with L = % and T = % .
We will solve these two equations in the halfspa e z; z 0 < 0 and the \re e ting"
boundary onditions (A.2) and (A.5) should be understood as limits z ! 0 . Both
the problems introdu ed above are standard in the ontext of the surfa e Green's
fun tions method [56℄. They an be solved straightforwardly by applying the methods developed in detail in the textbook [56℄. However, in this presentation we will
illustrate the standard method only in the solution of the s alar equation, while in
the se ond problem we will use a tri ky short ut approa h whi h saves a big deal of
work.
Let us now solve the equation (A.1) with the boundary ondition (A.2), using the
standard method. That is, we nd two independent solutions of the homogeneous
equation
 d2

2
 2 + qT u? (z ; ; ! ) = 0 ;
(A.7)
dz
> (z )
satisfying the boundary ondition dudz
= 0 at z = 0 and the natural boundary
ondition at z ! 1 reading limz! 1 u<(z ) = 0, respe tively. Sin e the regularization depends on sign! , we will expli itly perform the derivation for the ! > 0 ase
only. The opposite ase is done analogously. Thus, for ! > 0 we get the two solutions satisfying the homogeneous equation with the respe tive boundary onditions
q 2
!

u<(z ) / e

iqT z

and u> (z ) / os(qT z )
q

(A.8)

with qT = 2T 2 + i when !  T  and qT = i 2 !2T2 when !  T . The
Green's fun tion G11 (z ; z 0 ) may be omposed of these homogeneous solutions in the
following way ([56℄, Chap. 1.1)

G11 (z ; z 0 ) = C

(

u<(z )u> (z 0 )
u<(z 0 )u> (z )
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z  z0 ;
z0  z :

(A.9)

This form of the Green's fun tion ensures the ontinuity of G11 (z ; z 0 ) at z = z 0 and
also that it satis es both the boundary onditions. The only unknown parameter,
the onstant C , is found readily by imposing the jump ondition
dG11 (z ; z 0 )
dG11 (z ; z 0 ) 1
lim0
lim0
= ;
(A.10)
z !z +0
z !z 0
dz
dz

whi h is a onsequen e of (A.1) on G11 (z ; z 0 ) introdu ed above. The nal equation
for C ontains the Wronskian of the two solutions of the homogeneous equation,
whi h is a non-zero onstant (independent of the evaluation point z 0 ), and, thus,
we see that we get a unique solution to our problem. Performing the analogous
pro edure also for the ! < 0 ase, we ome to the nal result for G11 (z ; z 0 )
sign!  iqT sign!jz z0 j
0
G11 (z ; z 0 ) =
(A.11)
e
+ e iqT sign!(z+z ) :
2i qT
This was the illustration of the standard method found in textbooks. Even in this
simple s alar ase, we met quite extensive al ulations mainly due to the fa t that
two ases ! ? 0 had to be distinguished. In the matrix ase, one must use even
more ompli ated mat hing ansatz analogous to (A.9) ( f. [56℄), and the analogous
al ulations start being enormous. It is therefore onvenient to use the short ut
approa h introdu ed in the next. It utilizes the tri ky ansatz whi h states the
Green's fun tion satisfying the boundary ondition (A.5) in terms of the Green's
fun tion in the unrestri ted 1D spa e satisfying the natural boundary onditions in
1. The same tri ky approa h may be su essfully used in the s alar ase, yielding
the same result as the one obtained above. A reader may de ide, whether this tri ky
approa h is more onvenient in that ase. It is de nitely mu h more e e tive in the
matrix ase whi h we will deal with now.

We an easily express the matrix Green's fun tion GG2232 GG2333 (z ; z 0 ; ; ! ) using
the Green's fun tion of the equation (A.3) in the unrestri ted spa e denoted by
0
G0 (z ; z )  G0 (z
z 0 ). Namely,
G

(z ; z 0 ; ; ! )  G(z ; z 0 ) = G0 (z ; z 0 )

G0



(z ; 0)

RG0 (0

 1

; 0)

RG0(0; z0 ) ; z; z0 < 0 :

(A.12)
One an easily see that G(z; z 0 ) expressed in this way is really the Green's fun tion
of the equation (A.3) and that it satis es the required boundary ondition (A.5).
The se ond term a ts as a homogeneous solution to (A.3) in z < 0, while it ensures
that the boundary ondition is satis ed.
The Green's fun tion G0 (z z 0 ) may be evaluated easily by using the Fourier
transform with respe t to z z 0 de ned as
e 0 (k )
G
G0

(z

=

z0) =

Z 1

d(z

1
Z 1
dk

1 2

e
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z 0 )eik(z
ik(z z 0 ) e

z0 )

G0

G0

(k ) :

(z

z0) ;

(A.13a)
(A.13b)

Using the Fourier transform, we rewrite the de ning equation for G0 (z z 0 ) (Eq.
(A.3) with the natural boundary onditions at 1) into a simple matrix equation
e 0 (k )
for G


qL2 k2 ( )k  G
e 0 (k ) = 1 ;
(A.14)
( )k q 2
k2
T

whi h is straightforwardly solved and yields
e0
G

(k ) =

1
2
qL )(k2

 (k 2



qT2
(

qT2 )

k2
) k

(
qL2

) k
k2



:

(A.15)

Now, performing the inverse Fourier transform and taking into a ount the in nites2 properly, we ome to the nal result for G (z z 0 )
imal parts present in qL;T
0
G0

(z

z0) =







sign!
 sign(z z 0 )
 sign(z z 0 )
qL sign!

qT sign!
 sign(z z 0 )
0
+eiqT sign!jz z j
2
 sign(z z 0 )
qT sign!

1
iqL sign!jz z 0 j
e
2i%! 2

2
qL



:

(A.16)

Having obtained the Green's fun tion in the unrestri ted spa e, we may now use
the equation (A.12) to al ulate G(z ; z 0 ). To this end, we need to know the quantity
RG0 (z; z0 ) whi h reads

RG 0

(z ; z 0 ) =



(

d
dz
i 

i

1
0
=
eiqL sign!jz z j
2
2%!
0
+ eiqT sign!jz z j

d
dz






 G0(z; z0 )

22 sign(z z 0 )
2qL sign!
 (q 2 +  2 ) sign! (q 2 +  2 ) sign(z
L
qL L



z0)

 2
2 ) sign!
(qT2 2 ) sign(z z 0 )
qT (qT
qT (  1) sign! 2 (1  ) sign(z z 0 )

)

:

(A.17)

This leads to the following expressions for RG0 (0 ; 0)
!2

1
RG0 (0 ; 0) = 2%!
2
and for [RG0 (0 ; 0)℄

 qT ( 

2
T

2



1) + qL (1 +  qL2 ) sign!

1



RG0 (0

 1

; 0)
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=

2%! 2
M;
Det


2
q T (

qT2 + 2qL qT ) sign!
!2
2
L

(A.18)
(A.19a)

!

where

Det =



4

and
M



2 
1+
qL qT

!2

=

 !2
qL 2L

2
L

 2
q



2  (2 + qL qT ) sign!

2

4q q
1 + L2 T


T

2



(A.19b)


 !2
qT 2T

2(2 + qL qT ) sign!

!

:

!2
2
T

(A.19 )
To simplify the matrix multipli ation involved in the equation (A.12), we will use the
tensor de omposition of the proje tors orresponding to the longitudinal or transverse modes in G0 (z ; 0) and RG0 (0; z 0 ), respe tively. Thus, G0 (z ; 0) and RG0 (0; z 0 )
may be rewritten in the following forms


1
G0 (z ; 0) =
e
2i%! 2
+e

RG0



(0; z 0 ) =



iqL z sign!



iqT z sign!





sign!
1

qT sign!


qL



 qL sign!
1


qT



2
sign! 2
 2
(
q
L+  )
qL


2
2
q

iqT z 0 sign!
T
+e
2 q  sign!
T

1
e
2%! 2

iqL z 0 sign!

Using these expressions in (A.12), we ome to the result


G22 G23 (z ; z 0 ; ; ! ) = 1
G32 G33
2i%! 2





sign!






;

 qL sign!
1


qT

(A.20)



sign!




:

(A.21)


sign!
 sign(z z 0 )
e
 sign(z z 0 )
qL sign!


qT sign!
 sign(z z 0 )
iqT sign!jz z 0 j
+e
2
 sign(z z 0 )
qT sign!
 2

sign
!

iqL sign!(z +z 0 )
+e
RLL qL

qL sign!


qT sign!

iqT sign!(z +z 0 )
+e
RT T
2

qT sign!


q

T sign!
i sign!(qL z +qT z 0 )
+e
RLT
qL qT
qL sign!



qT sign! qLqT
i sign!(qT z +qL z 0 )
+e
RT L

qL sign! ;
(A.22a)
iqL sign!jz z 0 j
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2
qL

where the respe tive re e tion oeÆ ients are given by





2
1
 qL sign!  M  sign! (q 2 +  2 ) ;
RLL =
Det
L
qL


2
2

1
q


T
1 qT sign!  M 
RT T =
;
2 q  sign!
Det
T



qT2 2
 qL sign!  M 
RLT =
2
qT  sign!
qL qT Det


2
 1  sign! 
 M  sign! (q2 +  2 ) :
RT L =
qT
Det
L
qL

(A.22b)
(A.22 )


;

(A.22d)
(A.22e)

With the help of the relations

2 
qL qT
2 

sign!  M = 1 + 
qL qT

 qL sign!
1


qT



M=

2  qL qT qL (qT2

1+



2 )sign!


(qT2

2 ) 2qL sign! ;



; (A.23a)
(A.23b)

we obtain the nal results

RLL = RT T =
RLT = RT L = 4

qT2
2
qT2
2
qT2
2
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1 2 4 qLq2T
;

1 2 + 4 qLq2T
qT2
1
2
:
2
1 + 4 qLq2T

(A.24a)
(A.24b)
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